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England kit smashes 
sales records
Umbro has confirmed that sales of both its red and white England kits
have smashed all previous records. The red shirt, launched in February,
has already become the best-selling England away kit of all time.

Umbro has released some other interesting statistics showing the
level of support that England fans have for 
the team:

■ It is estimated that, on average, more than one in five of
England's population has bought a piece of official Umbro
England product in 2006.

■ Umbro's range of Classic England kits, celebrating the team's
most memorable World Cup moments, has achieved tremendous

sales, with, not surprisingly, 1966 proving the most popular retro kit. 

■ The red England shirt designed especially for women has been snapped up
by over 150,000 female fans - more shirts than some Premiership teams sell
in a season.

"We expected the World Cup to be big because England fans always get
behind the team, but this year has been fantastic," says Duncan Thomson,
Head of FA Division at Umbro. We'd like to thank all England fans for their
brilliant support."

Says Marc Armstrong, Head of Business Development at The FA: "We
are delighted with the latest sales figures for the England shirt, both in
England and internationally. The team's popularity, together with Umbro's
design and production capabilities, has seen sales go from strength to
strength in recent years.

"Most importantly, we recognise the support of our England fans in buying
the official merchandise as all surpluses made by The FA from these products are

invested back into the game at all levels."
Umbro posted a total sales increase of 41 per cent to £247 million in the first

half of 2006 on the back of the shirt success, with the company reporting sales 26
per cent higher than they were in the run-up to Euro 2004.

“The World Cup has given the brand unparalleled exposure,” says Umbro
chief executive, Peter McGuigan.

Saucony UK has announced plans to increase market
penetration and is looking to boost sales following its
acquisition by The Stride Rite Corporation.

The partnership has increased sales steadily and Stride
Rite believes that 2006 will be a year of transition for
Saucony as it sets the platform for 2007.

Says Jonathan Quint, Marketing Manager of Saucony
UK: "We believe that bigger investments in marketing our
products through broadening our distribution base have
proved highly beneficial to the brand.

"We have started this year extremely well and Stride Rite
has provided us with the bonus of increased in-store visibility.
In fact, we are already ahead of forecasts and new products
will allow us to further increase our market share.

"We feel that Stride Rite has great ambitions for the
European market, including the UK, and their goals for the
brand meets our market expectations head on and will
provide us very welcome support and solid growth
prospects."

SAUCONY LOOKS
TO BOOST SALES

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk


98 companies in danger
Change or face failure - that’s the warning to 98 of the UK’s top 500 sports
and leisure wear companies from financial analyst Plimsoll Publishing.

In its latest study of the UK’s top 500 sports and leisure wear businesses,
findings suggest that up to 20 per cent of the companies in the industry are
at risk of financial collapse.

Plimsoll has researched the financial performance of each company and
the full study includes an individual analysis and overall financial score for all
500 entries. It names 98 companies rated as in ‘Danger’. 

They are suffering from low and declining margins, uncontrolled rising
debts and, says Plimsoll, their position is now so serious that even normal
business decisions are becoming constrained.

“The simple message is change or risk failure,” says David Pattison, senior
analyst on the project. “At these high-risk companies, the managers need to
act quickly to get their firms back on a decent financial footing.

“It seems inevitable that we will see a period of consolidation. Job losses
and certainly cost cutting are essential if these companies are to survive.
Personally, I would not rule out a series of takeovers. Most of these
companies are blissfully unaware of how exposed to acquisition they are.”

The full 700-page study, which costs £350, is available by calling 01642
626400 or emailing m.aston@plimsoll.co.uk
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“The All England Club would have pitched Henman in the women’s event were it not for the fear he
might meet a Williams sister and have his spine snapped”

Martin Samuel writing in The Times

Puma celebrates
Italy success
Puma is celebrating sponsored team Italy's World
Cup success by producing new commemorative
t-shirts featuring four World Cup Stars.

The company is also embarking on an
international newspaper advertising campaign
congratulating the Italian team on its victory.

"The brand visibility at the World Cup has
not only strengthened but clearly expanded
Puma's position as one of the top thee
football brands in the world," says Puma CEO
Jochen Zeitz.

"This is a great starting position in terms of
the European Cup in 2008 in Austria and
Switzerland, both guest hosts being sponsored
by Puma, pushing through until the World Cup
2010 in South Africa where we will once again
be the most dominant brand in African football."

Puma's contract with the Italian Football
Federation was renewed in November 2005 and
stretches beyond the 2014 World Cup.

FAKE SHIRTS SEIZED
Trading Standards officers have seized 2,500 fake England
shirts - saving fans from being ripped off to the tune of
£625,000.

The shirts, along with other counterfeit items such as
England flags and towels, were confiscated by West Yorkshire
Trading Standards in a raid on a wholesaler in Bradford at the
end of June. Officers tracked them down after spotting fakes
with Umbro and England logos in a shop in Leeds.

Both the shop and the wholesaler involved have been
given an official warning by Trading Standards, as well as losing
the dodgy goods they had hoped to make a packet on.

"The goods have been imported from Thailand and were
of very poor quality," says Paul Smith, Principal Trading
Standards Officer for West Yorkshire. "We seized the
merchandise as part of our Operation Round-up, which aims to
protect consumers from being ripped off by counterfeiters."

Says Bryan Lewin, TSI's spokesman on counterfeiting:
"Criminals are constantly trying to cash in on the good name
of trademark goods and capitalise whenever they can on
current events, such as the World Cup.

"It's important that we clamp down on this whenever
possible - for the sake of consumers, as well as to protect the
trademarks and logos that companies invest in to make sure
their customers get quality goods."

West Yorkshire Trading Standards recently earned the
Departmental Award for Excellence from the Anti-
Counterfeiting Group for its exceptional work in 2005
clamping down on fakes.

Says Ruth Orchard, ACG’s Director-General: “We greatly
appreciate the superb efforts of Trading Standards to enforce
our members’ rights and this is a great result for West
Yorkshire.

“Consumers should be aware that profits from
counterfeiting fund other serious crimes and that it is now a
global problem.”

CHILDREN ARE REAL WORLD CUP WINNERS
Fabio Grosso's winning penalty in the final not only signalled the close of another
World Cup, but also the successful conclusion of '6 Villages for 2006', the joint
World Cup campaign between FIFA and SOS Children's Villages, an organisation
that provides family homes for children who have no-one to care for them.

The campaign has seen the world of football digging deep into its pockets,
exceeding the £12 million target and ensuring that the real winners of this year's
World Cup are some of the globe's most vulnerable children. 

Funds raised will provide over 800 orphaned and abandoned children around
the world with a new family home, as well as provide support for over 5,000
children and 1,000 families through additional community outreach programmes.

World Cup players, including Andriy Shevchenko, Wayne Rooney and Fabio
Cannavaro, as well as The FA and Celtic FC, all pledged their support for the
campaign and the six new villages, which are nearing completion in Brazil,
Mexico, Nigeria, South Africa, Ukraine and Vietnam.

Donations have come in all shapes and sizes, including fines from red and
yellow cards received at the tournament.

Says Andrew Cates, chief executive of SOS Children’s Villages UK: “We’re
delighted that FIFA’s long-term support for SOS Children’s Villages has been
translated so successfully to the world’s largest sporting event. A big thank you to
football fans around the world.”

mailto:aston@plimsoll.co.uk
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www.xpres.co.uk  
Tel 01332 855 085  
Fax 01332 855 080 

The Xpres Ultragraphics system enables fast and cost effective
production of one-off and low volume, single or full colour logos for

application to a huge range of apparel, accessories and sporting gifts.

● Fast and easy production of 
single and full colour logos

● Produce from 1 to 100’s of 
transfers profitably

● Low consumable costs

● From just £1,545 (inc.installation, 
full training and warranty)

A Revolution in
Personalised Sportswear
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LINGERIE & SWIMWEAR
EXHIBITION
AUGUST 20-22, 2006
Harrogate International Centre

FSPA CRICKET STOCKROOMS
SEPTEMBER 21, 2006
The County Ground, Derbyshire

ISPO CHINA 06
AUGUST 21-24, 2006
Shanghai New International Expo Centre

THE TENT SHOW @ STONELEIGH
SEPTEMBER 3-8, 2006
Stoneleigh Park

THE OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW
OCTOBER 4-6, 2006
Stoneleigh Park

OCTOBER OUTDOOR FEST
OCTOBER 21-28, 2006
Gaynor Sports, Ambleside, Lake District

STAG BUYING SHOW  
In association with Sports Insight
NOVEMBER 19-20, 2006
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information call STAG on 01793 715406.

ISPO WINTER
February 4-7, 2007
New Munich Trade Fair
Centre

ISPO RUSSIA WINTER
February 19-22, 2007
Crocus Center, Moscow

ISPO RUSSIA
SEPTEMBER 20-23, 2006
Crocus Expo Center, Moscow

GOLF EUROPE
SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 1, 2006
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Diary Dates

ISPO CHINA WINTER
March 14-17, 2007
Beijing National Agricultural
Exhibition

ISPO SUMMER
July 8-10, 2007
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

‘CHALLENGING’ AT BLACKS
Blacks Leisure reported a 2.6 per cent total group sales increase in
the 20 weeks to July 15 at its recent AGM. The retailer and
wholesaler also reported that like-for-like retail sales fell by one
per cent in the same period. Blacks blamed the World Cup, the
lack of a Glastonbury festival this year and the continued dry
weather for the figures.

In a statement, the company said: “The current retail market
remains challenging. We expect to see an early improvement in
performance for the balance of this half to August 31 covering our
key camping and hiking season, with Blacks in particular recovering
well post the World Cup. 

“However, we now expect the profit result for the first half to
be below that of last year.”

Despite the challenging environment so far this year, the Blacks
board continues to believe that the strategy of focusing on its
leading positions in outdoor and boardwear underpins prospects for
the year as a whole.

The company believes the second half of the year will benefit
from the continued roll-out of new exclusive product, improved
availability as a result of Blacks’ new warehouse and improved
operational efficiency from its investment in technology and people.

http://www.xpres.co.uk
mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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More retailers join STAG
It’s been another
successful period
on the
recruitment front
for the Sports
Traders Alliance
Group.

STAG has recruited a further eight independent
retailers that include a mix of established businesses and
new start-ups.

Says managing director Ward  Robertson: “Once again,
this proves that there are many benefits for all types of
retailers in joining STAG. The spread of new retailers again
is nationwide.”

NEW MEMBERS INCLUDE:
Go Sport And Leisure, Malden, Essex
KO Sports Ltd, Whitley Bay
Impression Sports, South Glamorgan
NA Sports, Portadown
Rowe Sports, East Ham, London
Earthmark Sports, Gloucestershire
Whalley Warm And Dry, Lancashire
World Of Sport, Paignton

Robertson has recently returned from a trade show in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, where he was invited to give a presentation
on the STAG business model and the UK sport’s market.

The speeches and seminars were arranged by the
show organiser and will be repeated at other trade shows
in Europe in the coming months.

The STAG MD delivered his speech to an audience of
Brazilian retailers, suppliers and Government officials and
then conducted a question and answer session.

The trip included visits to the trade show, looking at
the way retailers operate in the city and discussing
business opportunities with Government officials.

“I think you enjoy rugby more if you don’t know
the rules. Anyway, you’re on the same

wavelength as the referees”
Jonathan Davies 10th & 11th

SEPTEMBER 
2006

OLYMPIA, LONDON

The Off-Price Show is
the UK’s most exciting
discount trade event for
sports and casual wear
where you can buy leading styles and
ranges for LESS. Over just two days at
Olympia you can strike amazing deals with
the UK’s leading suppliers and importers 
on stock not available elsewhere.
Thousands of unrepeatable offers!

To pre-register as a visitor, go straight to 

www.offpriceshow.co.uk
or call +44 (0)207 733 5102

GET SET…
FOR THE NO. 1 
DISCOUNT 
SPORT EVENT!

GET SET…
FOR THE NO. 1 
DISCOUNT 
SPORT EVENT!

STAG MD Ward Robertson in Brazil

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.offpriceshow.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

…UEFA and adidas have signed a long-term partnership granting adidas the global sponsorship rights for the UEFA Euro 2008
championship in Austria and Switzerland. adidas has also extended its UEFA Champions League partnership by becoming the
Official Ball Supplier for the tournament until 2009…Bella Comerford and Stephen Bayliss are the latest high-profile
triathletes to join Team Saucony. Comerford and Bayliss have just returned 4th places at Ironman Brazil…Carlsberg is restoring

its association with The FA by becoming headline sponsor of the England national team. The four-year deal, estimated to be worth more than £32 million,
will see Carlsberg's logo at FA events…The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews has chosen adidas Golf as ‘The preferred apparel supplier to The
Open Championship’ for a further five years, following a successful three-year initial contract…Virgin Atlantic and UK Sport have joined forces to launch a
scheme that will help Britain's top athletic stars train and compete over the next six years. The £6 million ‘flying start’ package will offer 450 British Olympic
and Paralympic athletes a range of travel benefits between now and 2012, including flight discounts, a dedicated booking line, excess baggage waivers,
lounge access and upgrades…UK Athletics and Polar Electro
(UK) Limited (pictured) have announced a partnership that
will see the world's leading manufacturer of heart rate
monitoring equipment work with the sport's national
governing body to help support the country’s athletes and
coaches. As the 'Official heart rate monitor of UK Athletics', the
new partnership will see Polar work closely with UK Athletics
and its existing partners to provide a range of training tools and
support services…Joma has become the official retail partner
of Cardiff City and will design, develop, source and retail all of
the club's merchandise. Joma will also perform the
maintenance and order fulfilment of the Cardiff City online
retail facility where Bluebirds products will continue to be
sold…Andy Murray has signed an extension to his
agreement with the Royal Bank of Scotland Group first
established in 2004. Swiss watch manufacturer TAG Heuer has
also signed Murray as a brand ambassador in the UK…The
Union Argentina de Rugby has renewed its contract with
Gilbert Rugby as the official and exclusive ball of the Pumas…

Sponsorship
News

HI-TEC OFFERS TRIP OF A LIFETIME
Hi-Tec is running a nationwide competition to win the trip of a
lifetime - a five-day VIP package to this year’s Ryder Cup, which takes
place on September 22-24 at the K Club in Ireland.

Entrants (consumer and trade) will also get the opportunity to
meet Hi-Tec sponsored player and European team captain Ian
Woosnam. 

During the build-up to the tournament the competition will
feature in around 615 retail outlets. POP packages include window
displays, ceiling banners, posters and life-size cut-outs of Woosnam.

RETAIL SALES 
ROSE IN JUNE
Retail sales in the UK during June rose 2.3 per cent on a like-for-
like basis against a weak comparative in June 2005 when sales
dropped by 0.5 per cent, according to the British Retail
Consortium.

The three-month trend rate of growth rose to 4.1 per cent in
June from 2.7 per cent in May for like-for-like sales, and to 6.8 per
cent from 5.6 per cent total sales.

The BRC says the World Cup hit footfall on days when
England played, but also boosted sales of beer, large TVs,
sportswear and food. Hot weather also helped food, DIY and
gardening, but clothing and footwear dropped back after May’s
modest improvement.

And with consumers still pessimistic about personal finances
and reluctant to commit to major purchases, housing-related and
big-ticket items remained largely discount-driven the BRC reported.

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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“I’ll keep my cool. I’ve been kicked a few times in the tournament and I’m sure it will happen again on
Saturday. You just have to get on with it and play your game”

Wayne Rooney before THAT match

…Nike has announced
that Russell Davies,
former Global Consumer
Planning Director, is to

leave the company. Davies has
decided to write a book and act as a
consultant in the UK…Columbia
Sportswear Company has
completed its new UK sales structure
with the hiring of Simon Turner
(pictured) as its Northern Sales

Representative. Turner joins Columbia after spells as
territory manager at Ferrero and five years within
the sports retail market at Reebok…David
Malkinson has been appointed Marketing
Manager at The Football League. Malkinson joins
from the LTA, where he worked in its marketing
department…The IOC has appointed Peter
Bratschi as Vice President of Partnership Marketing.
Bratschi will concentrate on servicing the marketing
needs of the various Olympic stakeholders, including
partners, broadcasters, National Olympic
Committees and Organising Committees…Sport
England has appointed Mihir Warty as Director of
Policy and Performance...The International
Netball Federation has announced that Sue
Whitworth is to be the organisation’s next chief
executive, moving from Sport England…Sport
England has made Jane Clarke its Head of
Corporate Communications…

Transfer 
Market

…Multiplex, the construction company behind the new Wembley Stadium, has announced that the £757 million project will
not be finished until the end of September. The venue was scheduled to be completed by August last year, with Multiplex
blaming the stadium's management for the most recent delays…Manchester City's Eastlands Stadium is one of four venues
being considered to host the 2008 UEFA Cup Final. The 48,500-capacity arena is on the shortlist along with Hamburg's AOL

Arena, Tel Aviv's Ramat-Gan Stadium and Fenerbahce's Sukru Saracoglu Stadium. A final decision is expected in October...Wayfayrer's new website is
now live at www.wayfayrer.co.uk. It contains all the latest news, sponsorship information and new products from the food brand…The Federation of
the European Sporting Goods Industry has announced a new member in the shape of shoe brand New Balance…Sister PR is to relaunch and rebrand
sports clothes brand Aertex. The brand, which has traditionally been associated with primary school sports kit, will reposition itself as a retro label with
a new range of menswear in the autumn…150 youngsters are set to inspire people around the country to get involved in sport and London 2012 as
part of a new Young Ambassadors programme. The scheme, launched by Kelly Holmes and Tessa Jowell, will see the 16-17-year-old ambassadors
charged with encouraging others to take up sport, exercise and eat healthily…Olympic swimming medallist Stephen Parry has joined the Government
in recognising that too many children are falling short of national curriculum requirements. Parry and the team at Total Swimming, including 2006
Commonwealth Gold medallist Alex Scotcher, will support Government-funded national programmes to increase swimming achievement…The FT Sport
Industry Summit is to take place on November 1 in London. The summit, which is a joint venture between the Financial Times and the Sport Industry
Group, will bring together some of the most powerful and influential names in the industry…Silva Ltd, together with the other overseas subsidiaries
and outdoor (non-marine) activities of Silva Group, has been purchased by the US-based Gerber Legendary Blades, a division of Fiskar Brands Inc…

Sports
Shorts

LIFE IS GOOD FOR ANATOM
Anatom is to handle the exclusive distribution of US clothing
brand Life is good within the UK and Ireland.

Life is good has seen steady growth over the past 12 years and is expected to achieve a
worldwide turnover of $80 million in 2006. The founders of the company, brothers Bert and
John Jacobs originally hawked t-shirts on the streets of Boston and travelled the East Coast of
America selling door-to-door in college dormitories.

The company is the first addition to Anatom’s portfolio in over five years.
Anatom officially launched Life is good at Outdoor 2006 in Friedrichshafen and will be

showing at the Kendal Outdoor Retailer Show in August and The Outdoor Trade Show at
Stoneleigh Park in October.

http://www.wayfayrer.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk


UK Gear PT-03 NC
The PT-03 NC (neutral cushioning) has been designed for men and women
who are serious about their physical fitness but require less structured
support. The shoe includes super-absorption blown heel pads, which give
28 per cent more cushioning to minimise impact, as well as strategic side
panelling for enhanced upper structural support.

The PT-03 NC can be safely used in low light as it has all-round
reflectivity, and the highly effective grip of the lightweight carbon rubber
sole ensures the shoe can be used in all weather conditions. It is available
in white/grey/red/black for both men and women priced £69.99.
UK Gear: 0870 403 1400.

Kit Stop
Essential stock for your shop
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Mizuno Timaru
This boot is for any player who is serious about their rugby.

The full grain leather upper with distinctive silver
markings has been the first choice of players, from

amateur to professional, for many years.
For further information contact Mizuno on

freephone 0800 328 0180.
www.mizunoeurope.com

http://www.mizunoeurope.com


Polar F55 Heart Rate Monitor
The F55 (£124.50) is the only fitness heart rate
monitor on the market that supports a holistic
approach to fitness, as well as providing users with
a personal workout programme that provides
guidance on how often, how hard and how long
they need to exercise to reach fitness goals.

THE F55 FEATURES:

n Ownrelax. A quick and easy way to check
relaxation state.

n Body workout. Basic guidance for
muscular strength training.

n Keeps U Fit. A workout program that
provides personal guidance.

n Own Zone. Determines optimal heart rate
limits, based on daily condition.

n Polar OwnCal. Counts and displays calorie
expenditure.

www.polarelectro.co.uk
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Benross Rainwear
Benross Golf’s new range of
waterproof rainwear for
autumn 2006 delivery consists
of six jacket models (Extreme,
Executive, Summit, Sport,
Sunrise and Executive Ladies)
with matching trousers.

Features include the
new MIRRORTex BWS-15
stretch and BW-10
Fabrics and 2nd Skin
Lining, a fabric that
comes with a three-
year 100 per cent
waterproof
guarantee.
Prices start from £39.99 for
the Sunrise and up to £79.99 for
the Summit and 
Extreme jackets.
Benross: 01932 821200.

www.sportindustry.biz

http://www.polarelectro.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Kit Stop
Essential stock for your shop

Mizuno Wave Harrier
With 100 per cent traction, The Wave Harrier is designed to

provide a lightweight and smooth ride for all trails.
For further information contact Mizuno on freephone

0800 328 0180. www.mizunoeurope.com

Back into the Premiership
After the excitement of the summer’s World
Cup, Global Football Company gets you back to
the serious business of the new football season
with a fresh range of official club merchandise
for 2006/07.

New for this year are model cars and buses;
club and player phone straps; executive gift
sets; and the widest wholesale range of
Manchester United and Liverpool supporter
gear available. 
Telephone: 0161 282 0770. Email:
info@globalfootballcompany.com



www.sportindustry.biz

Helly Hansen footwear
Helly Hansen is set to launch three new performance footwear
models for spring/summer 2007 - Manifesto, a multi-sport
shoe adapted for land and water; Jaeger, for freeride
mountain biking; and Shorehike 2, a watersport boot.

Each shoe is designed to protect feet and keep them cool
and comfortable when it gets wet and hot, combining
technology with a classic look. Features include high-visibility
elements and Helly Hansen’s LIFA Stay Dry technology.
Helly Hansen: 0115 960 8797.
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McDavid HexPad for goalkeepers
More and more goalkeepers are turning to McDavid
HexPad for ultimate protection - compression fit
moisture management undergarments that keep you
cool and dry and support the large muscle groups to
reduce injury, combined with hundreds of individual
foam HexPads placed in strategic impact zones.

Worn by the likes of legendary Inter Milan
goalkeeper Francesco Toldo, Jussi Jaaskelainen of Bolton
and Finland and Lazio and Italy goalkeeper Angelo
Peruzzi, McDavid HexPad is changing the face of
football.

As shown and worn by Toldo: HexPad LS
Shoulder/Arm/Rib Pads (RRP £49.99) and HexPad
Padded Short (RRP £29.99). 
This and other HexPad products are in stock now from
McDavid on 08701 188002 or email
info@mcdaviduk.com

http://www.sportindustry.biz
mailto:info@mcdaviduk.com
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Xact Elite

www.gilbertrugby.com

Boots

GILBERT’s lightweight outsole is the
platform for the 2006 product range. High
grade leathers and the latest microfibre and
synthetic materials make the range stylish
and strong, with styles and models to 
cover all playing positions. 

As worn by:

Sidestep Elite

Shimmy

Swerve

Sidestep

Martin Corry - Leicester Tigers & England
Donncha O’Callaghan - Munster & Ireland 
Frankie Sheahan - Munster & Ireland 
Michael Owen - Newport Gwent Dragons & Wales 
Dan Parks - Glasgow & Scotland 

Xact Strike Zone

XTG Outsole

http://www.gilbertrugby.com


Mike Rice has been working for
leading independent high street
cycling retailer Evans Cycles
since graduating in 1989, and is
now managing director of the

chain. Stores range from small city centre
shops through to larger 3,000-4,000 sq ft
destination-type stores.

Why did you decide to get into
sports retailing
After qualifying as a production engineer and
spending my industrial placement period
clock-watching in a plastics moulding factory,
I decided it would be more rewarding working
in an industry I enjoyed. 

Being a competitive cyclist, the cycle
industry seemed a logical choice. After
working for Evans Cycles during my vacation
periods, I invested my savings in an Evans
Cycles franchise after graduating.

What are the stores like?
The size of our stores varies quite
dramatically, but all feature a fully equipped
specialist workshop staffed with Cytech-
qualified mechanics. All stores also have one
or two internet kiosks, allowing customers and
staff to browse our website. And the new
stores have plasma/LCD screens installed,
although we don't yet have a content
management system for the screens.

How has growth been achieved
over the last year? 
Trade has been pretty buoyant over the past 12
months. A number of factors have contributed
to this growth, including the number of people
looking to find alternative modes of transport
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to overcome the unreliability and poor
conditions of the national public transport
system, increased fuel prices, congestion
charging and a percentage of the population
seeing the benefits that cycling brings to health
and wellbeing.

How many cyclists are there in the
UK? Is this figure growing, and
why?
It is estimated that there are about 20 million
bikes within the UK, equal to about 35 per cent
of the population. We estimate that under 10 per
cent or around five million people utilise bikes
at least occasionally each year. Our own
observations indicate that there is a steady
growth in the usage of bicycles. 

Are there many competitors in the
areas where there are Evans
branches?
Almost always. Our competitors range from
other more regional multiples through to small
independent bike dealers. Customers certainly
shop around based on price, but also for brands
stocked, and stock availability is the key
differentiator.

How do you keep customers
coming back?
Our staff's knowledge and enthusiasm for the
product certainly helps. It means that customers
come back not just to purchase, but to ask
advice and get more information about their
cycling. 

We also try to develop our customers as
cyclists. We encourage them to ride by
sponsoring our own off-road ride series and
various charity cycling events - all of which we

promote to them via our stores, direct mail
and website.

Has the introduction of longer
trading hours at Evans caused
any staffing problems? 
Not at all - many staff members like the
flexibility that the hours provide. For
example, staff on the early shift will take
advantage of their extended afternoon by
going for an after-work ride. 

Customers certainly appreciate the
opening hours. If you can duck into the shop
after work you're not eating into free time on
the weekend. Also, in many of our London
stores where we have a strong commuter
customer base, our customers can drop their
bike in before work, have it serviced during
the day and pick it up in the evening.

Any current or future marketing
strategies you can tell us about?
A new area of focus for us is our B2B
services, something that has taken off in the
last couple of years. This includes insurance
replacement to leading insurance companies
such as Lloyds TSB, Co-op insurance
services and others; corporate sales, bulk
orders, pool bikes, etc; as well as our
Ride2Work programme. 

Ride2Work helps organisations take
advantage of green transport tax breaks that
allow their staff to buy bikes to cycle to work
at up to 50 per cent off.
(www.evanscycles.com/ride2work)

Why and when did you decide
to set up an internet arm? What
percentage of sales are web-
based compared to outlet sales?
We set up an internet presence about six
years ago. At that time the website was
effectively an online catalogue. This site was
redeveloped about three years ago to its
current ecommerce form. 

During this time it's certainly become an
integral part of our business, complementing
our catalogue and stores. Our website is
roughly equivalent to one of our largest
stores.

What do you like most and least
about the business? 
Most? Working with staff and suppliers
who have similar interests and, ultimately,
with customers who enjoy purchasing items
to fulfil their leisure time. However, the
size and ‘cottage industry’ nature of the
cycles trade sometimes makes it difficult to
view opportunities or situations on a
commercial basis. si

Talking shop
Mike Rice, managing director of Evans Cycles

RETAIL INTERVIEW
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Can you give us some background on Sells?
After being involved initially as an agent for the 
French brand BGB in 1998, I went on to set up the Selsport
brand before setting up Sells Goalkeeper Products in
January 2002.

The brand is pretty much a reflection of my passion for
the life of the goalkeeper. I felt that there was certainly a
market for a goalkeeper-specific brand. Knowing about the
‘Goalkeeper’s Union’, I was confident that people would
buy into the prospect. 

Having played as an amateur goalkeeper and always
keeping a close eye on the tools of the keeper’s trade, I went
on to work as goalkeeper coach at Charlton Athletic and
Crystal Palace, where I still have some involvement now.

I really enjoy the world of goalkeeping and,
consequently, tend to know what is going on and where, so
this business is a kind of natural progression for me.

How have sales been in the last 12 months?
The brand has continued to grow both in the UK and
abroad. W e now sell in 23 countries via our own subsidiaries
and distributors, and by the end of 2006 hope to double
sales from the previous year. As the company’s
infrastructure has grown, I have been able to appoint Sales
Directors for the UK and overseas who have aggressive
targets to achieve over the next few years.

What have been your best sellers and why?
The Adhesion Ultra W rap glove is really the flagship of the
brand and the best seller. I think it says everything about
Sells Goalkeeper Products. Simple design using optimal
materials and its level of comfort make it a natural choice.

Over a third of the first-choice goalkeepers in the
Barclays Premiership, Coca Cola Championship and Bank
of Scotland SPL will use our products this season and I
think the credibility factor is a big hit with the
Goalkeeper’s Union.

Any new launches in the pipeline?
Following the success of the new Contour d30 glove,
which has been launched recently, I have my sights
fixed firmly on new development for 2007, together
with our Product Director, Dave Baxter.

W e are currently reshaping the ‘surround cut’
models and I think these could be a real smash hit in 12
months time.

What are the company's plans for the 
next 12 months?
Particular focus will be paid to the overseas sector.Ihave
spent the best part of six months securing the funding the
company requires to continue its rapid growth, with the aim
of the product being sold in 50 countries by 2010. 

Particular attention will be paid to the markets in
France, Italy, Germany and Spain where the goalkeeping

market is of a similar size to the UK. To achieve this goal
internationally we require the level of UK endorsement
to be recreated and an iconic international figure behind
the brand. So it is going to be a busy 12 months.

What's Sells’ USP?
I am often asked this question. The simple answer for me
would be exceptional detail to product, using the finest
materials available, good endorsement and good people.

Is the market for your product growing?
I don’t really believe that the goalkeeper market is
growing as a whole. Over the past few years it has
certainly changed. New brands like us have gained
market share, whilst others who were prevalent five
years or so ago have all but disappeared. 

My aim is to ensure that Sells Goalkeeper Products
not only gains further market share but continues to be
placed at the top end of the market, ensuring that it is
the desired brand for goalkeepers everywhere for a 
long time to come.

Seconds
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Adam Sells, managing director of Sells Goalkeeper Products

si
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How long have you been in
the sports industry? 
I have been involved in the sports
trade for approximately 12 years.
During this time I have been lucky
enough to experience roles as a store
manager, a buyer for a regional
independent chain and also as an area
sales representative. 

This invaluable experience has
given me a great understanding of the
sports industry and allows me to
recognise and help meet the needs of
individual retailers. 

What are the biggest
changes you have seen
during this time?
I started in the sports trade just after
the shell suit boom and saw the period
of consolidation following this when
retailers had to start thinking and
strategising again. 

Sports Division sold out,
Sportsworld emerged and sadly a few
departed. Overall we have seen
massive shifts in the balance of power
and an increasingly aggressive market
place.

Big brands have been seduced by
the lure of multiple retailers and have
shifted their attention away from the
independent retailers. In return, the
independent traders are fighting back
and becoming even more specialised
and, in a lot of cases, are sourcing
alternative brands such as McDavid,
who can offer more flexibility and a
more personal service. In a sense, our
needs and strengths are mirrored by
theirs, which makes the relationships
a whole lot stronger.

What’s the best aspect of
your job?
I would have to say I love all aspects
of my job and I am very passionate
about sport in general. My old boss
always used to say on the bad days,

Dan Hume: “Big
brands have been
seduced by the lure of
multiple retailers”
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Passionate
about sport
Dan Hume recently joined McDavid as Area Sales Manager for
the Midlands, Wales & North. He gives us his spin on the trade,
his reasons for joining the brand and his hopes for the future

Obviously the multiples remain a
threat, but one thing they will never be
able to offer is the flexibility and
personal service. On this the
independent will always be king.

Do any other brands or
business influence your
motivation?
Having worked for Puma for seven
years and been indoctrinated into their
philosophy, undeniably some of it will
influence my approach with McDavid. 

They never lost sight of how
important the independent retailer’s
role was. While other brands moved
their focus away from the
independent, Puma saw this as an
opportunity to improve theirs and, as a
result, won acclaim and admiration
from many retailers. 

Who has been your biggest
inspiration in your career
to date?
I would have to say Tom Kavanagh of
Puma. He is a clear leader, with clear
goals and an undeniable passion for
the sports trade. He wasn’t on the top
of everyone’s Christmas card list due
to his straight talking and outspoken
views, but most people I know
respected him and his integrity. 

Although I have my own style,
which in a lot of ways is very
different, he has certainly influenced
me and instilled disciplines that will
stay with me.

“Hey, it could be worse; you could
sell nuts and bolts for a living”. Wise
words I feel.

And the worst?
Being stuck in traffic.

Why did you join McDavid?
McDavid are undeniably world
leaders in the sports medical market
and have seen impressive growth in
the UK over the last 18 months. Add
to this their unique Hexpad protective
undergarments and their hDc
performance compression underwear
then the question was really, “Why
not?” rather than “Why?”.

What are the biggest
opportunities for your
customer base?
Without a doubt the reaction I have
had to McDavid HexPad has been
phenomenal. It’s always exciting
when you are taking out a product
range that is unique and HexPad is the
sort of thing that only comes along a
couple of times during your career.

How do you see the future
for the independent
retailer?
As long as they remain 100 per cent
focussed, listen to their customers,
continue to build relationships and
meet their needs then I am optimistic.

PEOPLE PROFILE
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The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations is delighted to be able to
offer sports retailers the opportunity
to join the organisation for just £50*.

As a FSPA member you will have
access to a wide range of benefits and
will become part of the UK sports
industry’s national trade body,
providing a valuable link between
sports retailers, sports manufacturers
and wholesalers, UK Government and
EU Commission.

Membership benefits
include:
■ Business Support Helpline
A free service to members, who can
obtain advice from qualified
professionals on tax, VAT, PAYE,
payroll, employment and personnel,
health and safety and legal and
commercial issues.
■ Credit/debit card processing
Association members benefit from an
excellent newly negotiated rate on
credit and debit card transactions.
Members with a turnover greater than
£250,000 can benefit from rates of
lower than 1.2 per cent on credit card
transactions. For further details contact
David Pomfret on 02476 414999. 
■ Sales Trends Survey
The Association’s quarterly trends
survey is conducted among all
members on a confidential basis, with
findings available free of charge to all
contributing members.  The survey is a
great way to track the market and help
predict what the next trend will be.
■ Training Workshops
The Association works hard with
training providers to promote a variety
of staff training and development
workshops throughout the year, with
particular emphasis on sales and
customer service skills. Workshops are
usually available to members at
substantially discounted rates.
■ Mystery Shopper
The Association offers tailored
‘mystery shopper’ reports on retail
outlets at a substantially reduced rate
for members.
■ Retailing Website
The Association’s website
(www.findasportshop.com) is a
reference point for both trade and
consumer enquiries. The unique ‘Find

You can join The Federation of Sports and Play
Associations for just £50

A Sport Shop’ section allows
consumers to find their local sports
shop and search for specific specialist
outlets and products. (This facility is
currently under construction.)
■ Yellow Pages Corporate
Advertising Scheme
The Association has negotiated a
corporate advertising scheme with the
leading information directory, Yellow
Pages. The scheme gives members the
opportunity to appear under the ‘Sports
Retail’ classification, with all the
benefits of display advertising impact
at standard lineage rates.

How do you join? Email
smart@sportsandplay.com for an
application pack or call 02476 414999.

*£50 (excluding VAT) membership
fee will run for the rest of 2006. Full
annual subscription rate is £120.

ispo Winter 2007
The FSPA has been appointed the
‘Accredited Trade Organisation’ for
ispo Winter, which takes place in
Munich on February 4-7. Last year’s
show broke all records with over 1,800
exhibitors and 60,000 visitors
combining to make it the biggest ispo
Winter ever.

It is hoped that, with the support
of the FSPA and UK exhibitors, ispo
Winter 2007 can be even bigger. The
FSPA will be organising a British
Pavilion for the show, ensuring British
exhibitors have a major presence at
the event.  

In conjunction with UK Trade &
Investment, UK companies will be
able to apply for export grants of
£1,800 through FSPA, making the
cost of exhibiting even more
affordable. And if the UK Pavilion is
not based in the correct hall for your
business, you can still apply for grants
through the FSPA.

If you are interested in exhibiting
as part of the UK Pavilion, or would
like further information regarding
grants, contact Shaun Gilbert at the
FSPA on 02476 414999 or email
shaun@sportsandplay.com

Business of Golf
Organisers are anticipating a 35 per
cent increase in attendance at this

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

year’s Business of Golf Conference.
Over 125 delegates from around the
world are expected to attend the
event, which will focus on the
number one golf business topic -
how to make a profit.  

Other attractions include the
chance for delegates to play the
Ryder Cup golf course at Celtic
Manor, the luxury five-star facilities
at the world-famous golf and leisure
resort and the exceptional line up of
speakers and topics awaiting those
who travel to the event in October.

After 2005’s inaugural Business
of Golf Conference at St Andrews
Bay was hailed a success by the 96
delegates that attended, GCA
Chairman Mike Shields is confident
that the second year will see
standards raised still further.  

Alongside members of the Golf
Consultants Association, key
conference speakers include Ed
Doling of The Indoor Golf
Company; Keith Haslam, PGA Golf
Management; Paul Heeney, Online
Tee Times Ltd; Toby Ingleton, Golf
Course Architecture; and Mel
Thomas of 360 Golf.

Speakers will be covering the
following topics:
■ How to position your golf
business.
■ How public/private partnerships
can work together to develop golf.
■ How to raise finance and avoid
mistakes when doing it.
■ Working with planners to achieve
the right development.
■ Maximising the value of adding a
‘signature’ designer to your
development.
■ Dealing more profitably with the
golf media.
■ How to cut construction costs but
not quality.
■ Master planning a golf resort.
■ Building profit using indoor golf.
■ Preparing your exit strategy.
For booking information visit
www.businessofgolf2006.com or
call 02476 414999 ext 207.

Sports retailer?

si
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Can you give us some
background on the brand?
GILBERT is the world’s oldest rugby
manufacturer and has been developing and
supplying the highest quality rugby balls since
William Gilbert first provided balls to Rugby
School in 1823. 

The continued evolution of our match ball
technology and engineering processes has
meant that we are still in the position of
market leader over 180 years later. 

Today GILBERT is, however, much more
than just balls - over the past decade we’ve
expanded into all rugby product sectors and
we’re now one of the few brands capable of
kitting out a club and its players from A to Z.

Key features and benefits?
GILBERT has created a lightweight outsole
(XTG) that is the platform for the 2006 range.
The strategic positioning and angling of the
studs ensures superb stud pressure distribution
that is further enhanced by the enlarged
supporting plates. 

In addition, improved forward and lateral
traction has been added with a tri-blade
system, resulting in superior stability and
support for all playing positions.

The internal construction of the GILBERT
footwear plays a crucial part in the
performance levels of the shoe. The protex
foot bed utilises closed cell memory foam that
moulds to the shape of the foot, thereby
reducing harmful effects of repetitive impact.
The protex foot bed works in conjunction with
the SSP (strategic stud positioning) technology
in providing lightweight stability control for
enhanced multi-directional movement.

The GILBERT range includes the Xact
Elite shoe, a professional level backs boot,
which has been designed to maximise kicking

performance. The Xact
Strike zone is made up

of reconfigured
rubber elements

that provide
more

precise

control and increased power for increased
consistency of kicks. 

High-grade leathers and the latest micro fibre
and synthetic materials are used throughout the
range to ensure enhanced performance for all
levels of player.

Why has the range sold so well?
It caters for all levels of player. On the back of a
growing reputation helped by an ever-increasing
on-pitch profile, GILBERT is no longer simply
seen as a supplier of entry-level boots. 

In addition to this, we have worked hard over
the past few years to ensure that stock is available
to our retailers at critical times throughout the
season and this availability, coupled with the
level of service we can provide and good sell-
throughs in previous seasons, means that the
retailer’s confidence levels in the brand as a
whole are enhanced.

Who is it aimed at?
Rugby players - big, little, young, old, debutants,
seasoned professionals. A lot of work has been
put in to ensure that the range contains a boot for
everyone. Low, mid and high cut versions are
available, as are soft or hard toe options. 

Our products can be, and indeed are, worn by
all types and level of players, from youngsters
starting out to the most experienced
internationals.

How is it marketed?
We are lucky to have several well-established
international players who endorse our boots -
Martin Corry in England, Michael Owen in
Wales, Donncha O’Callaghan in Ireland and Dan
Parks in Scotland are all ambassadors for our
boot range. 

The fact that these players are seen to be
performing at the highest level in our boots has

helped to establish us as a recognised name
in the boot market and inspired
confidence amongst retailers and end-
customers alike. In addition, these

What’s Hot
GILBERT’s new boot range
Rob Davies, GILBERT Brand Manager,
talks us through the offering.

players help us throughout the
year on the development of our new
range, so that we can be constantly
improving and providing boots to
perform at the very highest level.

As well as endorsements, we
advertise in specialist consumer
magazines and, through 
our extensive portfolio of contracts in
each country, in match-day programmes
at key points in the season. The best
marketing for us remains, however, the
changing room. If a player buys our
boots and is happy with them, you can be
sure that he’ll tell his team-mates.

What is the most effective
way a retailer can market
the range?
By offering a range and not just a single
product. As I’ve explained, the beauty of
our range is that it really does contain a
boot for everyone and variety and choice
can only help at the point of sale. 

Technical expertise, an overall
knowledge of the GILBERT brand in
general and of our endorsees on the part
of the people selling the boots will
always help market the range, and our
reps and agents are always more than
happy to go into a store to provide
product and brand training to staff. si

PRODUCT FOCUS
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general retail environment, where
holders of the card could use it to
pay for low-cost items. But this
seems to have stalled - blocking
what would have been the country’s
largest test of a mass cashless
payment system. 
The technology is certainly in place,
but politics and other unspecified
business-related problems have
stopped the system being adopted, as
Dave Birch, director of consultancy
Consult Hyperion and organiser of
the Digital Money Forum, told
silicon.com: "What's become clear is
that it's more complicated to sort out
commercial arrangements than to
sort out the technical arrangements
[with e-money]."

Chip and Pin is the most high-
profile attempt yet to push more
electronic payments into the high
street and eliminate paper from the
transaction process.
Business can see the benefit, says
Simon Hargraves, commercial
director at Pret A Manger, who was
open to accepting the Oyster card
for payments before the project
stalled. "We're becoming more and

Think about the last time you did
your store’s banking. Have you
seen a clear move away from cash
payments?
The trend is for more of your
customers to use plastic money than
hard cash as society as a whole
moves towards a totally cashless
environment. For retailers the
advantages are clear. Improved
security, fast account crediting and
the propensity for higher value
transactions are all promised by a
cashless society, but are we ready
for this shift?

In the store
The cashless society has been
promised for decades, but has not
materialised in any meaningful way
on the high street. Systems have
been piloted on university campuses
and in some small towns up and
down the UK, but all have failed to
set the buying public alight.
Londoners are able to pay for bus
and Tube journeys with the Oyster
card, which has proven to be
massively successful. The system
was due to be rolled out into the

more cashless,” says Hargraves.
“We're investigating [contactless
payments] and we would still be
interested in talking to Transport for
London if they change their mind."

The credit card companies have,
however, not completely abandoned
cashless payments at the point of
sale. Visa is to pilot an Oyster-like
card that will enable shoppers to pay
for low-cost goods (under £10) by
simply touching their card against a
reader in the store. It will use Visa’s
contact-less payment technology and
RFID as an integral part of the
payment system. 

Mastercard has already
announced its own trial, in
association with the Royal Bank of
Scotland, which will use the
company’s PayPass technology.
These technologies are being tested
in preparation for use during the
2012 Olympic Games, according to
some reports.

Pay By Touch
All is not doom and gloom in the
cashless payments world, however. A
new trial is now taking place that
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More of your customers are using debit and credit cards to make payments, but
does this signal the end of cash as we know it? Dave Howell investigates

FUTURE OF PAYMENTS



Expect to see more trials like
this one as the technology matures.
In the not too distant future the
next EPOS till you buy will at least
have the capability to carry out
biometrically enhanced
transactions, if not have it already
built in.

On the net
APACS’ (the UK payments
association) latest report shows
that 22 million consumers used
payment cards to buy online last
year. The fear of fraud seems to
have given way to a shopping
frenzy. 

The ease with which credit and
debit cards can be used to purchase
goods is moving many consumers
to buy online for the first time.
Once online, however, they quickly
discover the other payment systems
that they can use. 

Sandra Quinn, director of
communications at APACS, says:
“Shopping online has of course
grown alongside plastic card use -
one can’t happen without the other.
However, credit cards are far more
popular for online payment than
debit cards - a direct reversal of
card use in other retail
environments. 

“We believe the unique
consumer protection afforded by
credit cards - such as additional
cover for lost or damaged goods -
is a key driver in this pattern.
Using a separate credit card for
online shopping allows you to
check your statements and spot any

utilises the latest biometric
technology at the point of sale. Pay
By Touch (www.paybytouch.com)
is a free service that enables
consumers to pay for their
purchases using their finger rather
than a card, cheque book or cash.
At the checkout the shopper uses a
simple finger scan for
identification and, in doing so, a
payment is made directly from his
or her bank account.

Overall, shoppers were very
supportive of this new initiative,
with a hefty 88 per cent saying
they were delighted to see the
Midcounties Co-op become the
first supermarket in Europe to
offer Pay By Touch. Over half of
those surveyed said they had either
already enrolled in the service or
intended to do so shortly. In
addition, over 75 per cent of
shoppers questioned said they
would like to see the service
available at other local retailers
like M&S and Somerfield.  

When compared to Chip and
Pin, 85 per cent of shoppers felt
Pay By Touch was more
convenient and 76 per cent felt it
was more secure.  

Says Ben Reid, chief executive
designate of Midcounties Co-op:
“We continually strive to enhance
the shopping experience for our
customers and we are delighted
that so many of our customers and
members support our initiative in
trialling Pay By Touch in Oxford.”

In addition to assessing
consumer reaction, the
Midcounties Co-op has also been
monitoring the impact of Pay By
Touch on transaction times. This
study shows that the average Pay
By Touch payment is almost 20
per cent faster than a credit or
debit card.

“It is clear that the security,
speed and convenience offered by
Pay By Touch is extremely
appealing to consumers and we are
very pleased with the enthusiastic
adoption of the service,” says Tom
Fischer, Vice President EMEA of
Pay By Touch.

The use of biometrics is still
viewed by the public with some
caution. But with new smart
passports just around the corner
and biometrically enhanced ID
cards on the way, these
reservations should disappear as
the fear of using credit and debit
cards online has. 

potential fraudulent use more
easily.”

The report reveals that 2004 was
a remarkable year for plastic.
Spending on cards, at £273 billion,
outstripped cash spending (of £272
billion) for the first time ever in
2004 - and this trend is set to
continue. The number of payment
cards in issue reached a record 141
million.

The main driver in reaching this
tipping point has been continued
growth of debit card use, which
reached record levels in 2004,
accounting for almost two thirds (65
per cent) of all purchases made on
plastic. Two years ago also saw the
slowest growth in credit card use for
more than a decade - with just four
per cent growth in the number of
credit cards in issue and only eight
per cent growth in spending.

The rise of eBay has not only
turned the UK into a country of
small business owners, it has also
opened the way for more cashless
payment systems to be trialled and
adopted.

The most successful is PayPal.
Now part of eBay itself, the system
enables anyone with an email
account to send and receive money.
PayPal has 63.8 million subscribers
in 45 countries. And with revenues
of $18.9 billion last year alone, it’s a
payment system that’s here to stay.
The payments can be debited from a
credit card or directly from a bank
account.

As a retailer you can take
advantage of this trend by offering

25www.sports-insight.co.uk

“The cashless society has been promised for decades, but has not materialised in any
meaningful way on the high street”

http://www.paybytouch.com
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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the PayPal payment option on your
website. Transaction costs need to
be factored in, but you’ll find that
many of your website’s visitors also
have eBay and PayPal accounts. 

Offering them a seamless way
to pay for your site’s goods makes
great commercial sense. But keep
an eye on Google, which has
confirmed that it is also looking at
an online payment system of its
own. No details have yet merged,
but the company’s CEO has stated:
"The payment services we are
working on are a natural evolution
of Google's existing online
products and advertising
programmes, which today connect
millions of consumers and
advertisers."

BT has also been quietly
building Click&Buy, its online
payment system. The service began
in 2002 as a micropayments system
for low-cost items. Currently it has
300,000 subscribers in 180
countries.

It’s similar to PayPal, in that
once users have a live account they
can make payments by just entering
their username and password. As
the service is from BT, the amounts
that are spent can be debited from a
customer’s BT phone bill account
or paid via a standard credit or
debit card. Current figures indicate
that approximately 100,000
Click&Buy subscribers settle their
bills via their BT phone bills.

Small payments can work well,
as Apple’s iTunes clearly shows.
Selling single tracks for 79p, the
cost is debited from the account
holder’s credit card. David Hunter,
head of BT ePayments, told the

Guardian newspaper: "What
merchants want is to offer their
customers choice - it's not about just
offering one payment solution. 

“We are also extending our
service to allow higher payments and
payment for physical goods, so it's
not just a micropayment service. For
example, Click&Buy is now used to
sell encyclopaedias and magazines."  

You should look carefully at the
alternatives to making payment via
traditional credit and debit cards
when deciding on the payment

options you offer on your
website.  

The cashless society isn’t
here just yet, but the increase in
online payments that are all
carried out with electronic
systems should mean moving at
least some of these technologies
to the high street will be
inevitable. Once the public see
the benefits of a cashless system,
you’ll see rapid development and
implementation. It’s only a matter
of time.

On the cards
• There are 141.6 million payment
cards in issue - 69.9 million credit
cards, 4.7 million charge cards and 67
million debit cards.

• The number of personal debit card
holders has reached 40.8 million and
has grown by 16.4 million over the
past 10 years. 84 per cent of adults
have a debit card. 

• The number of personal credit and
charge cards has reached 31.6 million,
just over two-thirds of the over-18
population, and has grown by 14
million over the past 10 years. 

• The average number of cards per
person is 2.4 credit cards and 1.6 debit
cards.

• Spending on plastic in the UK
amounts to £292.1 billion, over four
times the amount spent 10 years ago. 

• Credit card spending in UK retailers
amounts to £122.2 billion spread over

two billion transactions; this equates to
an average purchase value of £60.67
and 64 transactions a second. 

• The volume of online card payments
has increased five-fold over the last
five years, reaching 310 million for a
total of £22 billion, and accounts for
five per cent of all personal card
payments. 

• The average value of a debit card
transaction is £41.40.

• More than 107 million cards in
the UK have been upgraded to Chip
and Pin.

• By mid 2005, 39.9 million
cardholders - nine out of 10 - had at
least one Chip and Pin card in their
wallet. 

• 84 per cent of all face-to-face
transactions are made using Chip and
Pin technology. 

Source: APACS

si
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GEL-Resolution:
the high-tech tennis shoe

For more information, please contact ASICS Sales Office on 01925 243360

At the ASICS Research Institute of Sports Science in Kobe, Japan, meticulous research was conducted into the
special movements which a tennis player makes during a match. Special emphasis was placed on strokes and side
steps involving heavy strain on the player’s feet. The tooling of the GEL-Resolution is constructed in such a way
that it optimally supports and protects the player while giving him all the freedom of movement he needs. 

The GEL-Resolution is light, supportive and  and extremely comfortable. Thanks to the innovative, tennis-specific
I.G.S. system, the shoe offers great traction, flexibility and cushioning. The slightly thinner midsole results in a
lower point of gravity which in turn offers even greater stability. Thanks to the use of Solyte. Midsole material the
excellent cushioning properties stay intact. The shoe GEL-Resolution also offers exceptionally good torsional and
lateral support in a light shoe. This facilitates extreme movements and changes of direction, and helps the player to
return quickly to the centre of the court. 

This newly developed shoe also features an exciting new design which reflects its technical sophistication.
Available in Azurri/Liquid Silver/Strawberry colour, the eye-catching GEL-Resolution is stable, extremely supportive
and provides a natural ride in all demanding tennis situations. 

The new GEL-Resolution begins a new chapter in tennis footwear. The shoe provides 
cutting-edge technology specially designed for the specific demands of tennis players. 

ASICS GEL-Resolution is a top-level tennis shoe for the professional player who requires the
ultimate in comfort  and technology. In Spring-Summer 2007, the GEL-Resolution will be

launched as a men’s version of ASICS ground-breaking new product.



Highly strung
A gloriously sunny spell was good news for
the Wimbledon tournament, while the World
Cup had a mixed effect
on sales in this
sector, says
Catherine Eade

IN SEASON TENNIS
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Essex were able to report, “Racquets
have been excellent this year.” The
shop’s manager, Richard Robinson,
says Wilson and Babolat were the top
sellers, with Prince a close third. “The
nCode and Federer’s nSix-One Tour
were the top-sellers, along with
Babolat’s Pure Drive and Z-Lite, and
the Prince 03 White and Red were
strong sellers,” he says. 

With everyone wanting to be able
to play like Roger Federer, the exact
model of the player’s racquet is the
subject of widespread debate by fans
in tennis chatrooms, who endlessly

discuss which is the actual racquet
used and whether the general public
can get hold of the same model. John
McEnroe fuelled interest in the racquet
by calling it a ‘magic wand’.

Was it the good weather or an
exciting Wimbledon that got people
buying racquets? “I think it was more
a backlash from the disappointment
about the World Cup,” Robinson told
Sports Insight.

Technological advances
With the plethora of increasingly
advanced equipment on offer, players
really are spoilt for choice these days.
Prince’s 03 range, launched last year,
goes from strength to strength with a
choice of different models attracting
huge amounts of attention. 

According to the company, O3
racquets enjoy a 50 per cent conversion

rate for
professional
players who
have tried the
racquets, with now
more than 70 ATP and
WTA players currently using
O3 Technology. 

"The conversion is unprecedented.
For one out of every two people to
switch to a new technology is simply
amazing," says Doug Fonte, President
of Prince US.

Sales of Prince Tennis racquets
got off to a good start in 2006,
according to the most recent Sports
Marketing Surveys/Tennis Industry
Association’s first quarter speciality
store retail audit for 2006.

Prince has five of the top six new
racquets ranked by year-to-date sales
in the ‘Combined head size hot new
racquets’ category, all of which are O3
Technology. The O3 White, O3 Blue,
O3 Hybrid Hornet and O3 Tour hold
the top four spots, combining for 9.8
per cent share, while the O3 Shark
Hybrid comes in at number six.

“The O3 White is the hottest
racquet on the market. The fact that it
is being played by the likes of
Sharapova and Samantha Stosur
reinforces its position at the top of the
survey’s list,” says Fonte. “O3
Technology is industry-changing and is
having an impact on the world’s best,
including Guillermo Coria and Nikolay
Davydenko, along with more than 70
other touring pros around the world.”

In addition, Prince O3 Engineered
Technology recently picked up a
Bronze Industrial Design Excellence

Wimbledon’s top players may have
stashed away their special
tournament racquets for another
year, but many retailers are still
enjoying steady tennis-related sales
well after that most British of
institutions has ended. 

A heatwave after the rained-off
first day meant a much sunnier
Wimbledon with more sustained play
than recent years, and even with
Murray-mania peaking at the end of
the first week, the tournament boasted
many exciting results and remained as
popular as ever for diehard fans. 

High sales
Top Spin Tennis in Cambridge was one
retailer that reported higher sales than
the last couple of years for its range of
tennis racquets. ”It was a lot busier three
weeks or so before Wimbledon actually
because of all the nice weather,” says
manager Mark Goodman. 

“We didn’t notice a big blip in
sales when Wimbledon was on
because we’re based in a tennis club
anyway, but we certainly sold more
this year.” Goodman says Wilson
racquets are still in the number one
spot at the outlet, but noted that a lot of
people had been requesting Prince
racquets this year, mainly because of
the launch of the 03 range. 

“The trouble is, tennis racquets are
all so good these days that
manufacturers are struggling to
differentiate them,” he says. “And it
gets harder for the retailer, too. There
are so many ranges and so many
different racquets within the ranges -
we can’t stock all of them.”

Like many racquet specialists, Top
Spin Tennis provides demo racquets
for consumers to encourage them to
buy from the shop rather than online
or elsewhere, a system which works
well, says Goodman.

We received mixed reports from
other retailers. “Not exceptional, but
slightly up on last year,” said Stubbs
Sports in Ashbourne, Derbyshire, while
Alex McFarlane, owner of Sudbury
Sports in Suffolk, said he’d had a tough
time of it. “We’ve had an appalling
season for racquets,” he said. “I think
the World Cup overshadowed a lot of
Wimbledon, plus we’ve just found out
that some websites are starting to do a
demo racquet service and people are
still complaining about prices.“ 

Strong sellers
Conversely, Brentwood Sports in

THE ‘FEDERER EFFECT’

Richard Jarvis, founder of Framework,
the UK distributor of Wilson Accessories
since 1992, says the business has
benefited significantly in recent years
from the ‘Federer effect’.

“Since Roger Federer began playing
so consistently well with the nCode
racquet he first used in the summer of
2004, we have seen a considerable
increase in sales of Wilson tennis strings
and his white Pro Overgrip, which is now
the best-selling Wilson product
worldwide,” says Jarvis.

“A good string is like an F1 car tyre.
The higher the performance level
required, the less time they will last and
the more often they need to be
changed. Even though all the tennis
racquets sold in the UK are pre-strung,
we still have a high turnover in 
strings because the better players want
an edge.”

Jarvis believes that the modern way
of playing has also had a direct bearing
on the trend to change strings more
often. “Nowadays, top players flick the
wrist and hit the ball with a hip rotation
in a way that wasn’t taught some years
ago. As a result, there is more wear on
the strings, especially if the players are
hard hitters,” he says.

Perhaps the most significant recent
trend in tennis strings - led by the top
players - has been the dual use of natural
gut or multifilament synthetic strings
combined with polyester monofilaments.

The arrival of the Wilson Sensation
string some five years ago made an
immediate impression because it offered
a similar feel and appearance to natural
gut. More recently, the Wilson NXT
range of strings, with gut-like playability
and larger sweetspots, have become the
top-ranked synthetic strings.

“Tennis racquets are all so good these days that
manufacturers are struggling to differentiate them”

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk


Award (IDEA) in the consumer
products category, being recognised as
an outstanding consumer product
design for 2006.

"Our focus is to bring products to
market that improve play, to be the
benchmark for fresh thinking and
innovation - and ultimately to set the
bar for the industry," says George
Napier, chairman and chief executive
officer of Prince Sports, Inc.

Top ranking racquets
Babolat, meanwhile, has been
enjoying spectacular sales success with
the launch of its Pure Drive racquet in
1994 and is now launching a new
version of the racquet that comes
equipped with Babolat’s exclusive
technology: the Cortex System. 

The Pure Drive racquet was
designed in collaboration with Andy
Roddick and was also used by number
two seed Rafael Nadal, Kim Clijsters
and Carlos Moya. Fans of the original
Pure Drive will find in the new model
the same power and manoeuvrability
that have made it so successful, says
Tarun Senga, managing director of
Babolat distributor, Dinamica, 

Cortex System is a technology that
allows the filtering of unnecessary
vibrations for different types of players.
The handle and the frame of the racquet
are linked by an interface in CDS
(Cortex Dampening System), which
filters and absorbs the unnecessary
vibrations for a purer feel of the ball.

Senga points to recent SMS
statistics that show that the company
has a 22.7 per cent value share at the
RRP of £80-£150, which is where
Babolat’s core range sits. Best-sellers
for the company include its custom
hybrid strings, Drive Z Lite, Aeropro
Drive, Pure Drive Team and NS Drive.

Winning formula
World number one and Wimbledon
champion Roger Federer is sticking with
what works for him. He recently signed
an unprecedented agreement with
Wilson to cover exclusive use of its
racquets, strings, balls and accessories
for the rest of his tennis career. 

“I’ve literally grown up with a
Wilson tennis racquet in my hand and I
believe it is the one that can help me
fulfil my ambitions to win a record
number of Grand Slams,” says Federer,
whose mother gave him his first Wilson
racquet when he was 10 years old. 

The deal cements a professional
relationship that began nine years ago,
when Federer first played with a Wilson
racquet. Two years ago he switched to
the nano-technology nCode racquet, the
Wilson nSix-One Tour, which helped
him achieve a record of 24 consecutive
final wins. The racquet has since
become one of the top sellers in the
Wilson range, along with a successful
line of Federer recreational and junior
racquets that he helped develop.

Wilson has added two new models
to its nCode range of tennis racquets this

summer. The black and white nSix-
Two is regarded by Wilson as a
potential best seller. It incorporates new
geometry inspired by the heritage of
the Hammer 6.2 family and is easy to
swing, providing more feel and control. 

Wilson believes the nBlade in
black, gold and white is also set to
become one of the most popular
racquets on tour. Designed to improve
all-round control, it is played by
Feliciano Lopez (men’s world number
38) and Flavia Pennetta (women’s
world number 20). 

The nBlade incorporates a new
frame geometry and slightly rounder
head shape, giving superb feel and
control. The racquet features a new
Soft X-Loop technology plus Nano
Foam, creating a lighter and denser
frame for better handling and a quieter,
softer feel.

Since Wilson became the world’s
number one brand in both tennis and
squash over the past three years, sales
have grown dramatically. "On the back
of the new range of nCode and W line
racquets and the new Evolution shoe
range designed by the Williams sisters,
we are confident we can retain our
number one position in tennis for the
2006/07 season," says Jon Ballardie,
Sales and Marketing Director of
Wilson Racquet Sports in the UK.

And if the fine weather continues
to tempt people outdoors and onto the
courts, the summer of 2006 may go
down as one of the best for sports
retailers for some time. si
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Nano-Science 
and Karakal
the perfect match...

Karakal UK • 0117 982 9057 
www.karakal.com e-mail: sales@karakal.com

Particulate graphite
structure without
Nano technology

Particulate graphite
structure with

Nano technology

Because it’s tough out there!

If you’ve not already checked out our new range of ‘Nano
Technology’ rackets then take a good look. We’ve pushed back 
our design and manufacturing boundaries yet again by adding
‘Nano-sized’ particles to create amazingly strong, lightweight 
rackets. Get better playability and feel every game. 
For grips, rackets, shoes, sports clothing, accessories and a whole
lot more - keep winning with Karakal!

See the range...
www.karakal.com

http://www.karakal.com
http://www.karakal.com
mailto:sales@karakal.com
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Rucanor Tennis
Rucanor Sports has been producing tennis apparel for all
age ranges for many years and, more recently,
incorporated the latest fabric treatments to aid moisture
transportation away from the body.  

The summer 2006 range has been available since
April and there is still stock in certain key lines. Samples of
the 2007 range are now available for viewing, with the
addition of extra lines for the growing junior market.

Also on offer (from stock) are entry-level racquets,
with an extended range for all
abilities available for pre-sale
for summer 2007. This
includes the ultra-light
aluminium junior Empire
195, through to the adult
model Empire 695, which
features graphite/glass
fibre/titanium composite and
FSSH system (Flexible Shaft,
Stiff Head).  

Product technology is very
important at the top-end of the
market, but can also be used to good effect
at other levels. For example, Rucanor has used O-
beam frame construction for its entry price point junior
tennis racket Empire 175, which is a good sales argument
for buying this model over a similarly priced racquet that
uses H-beam construction.
For further information on these or any other
products from the Rucanor range, call the Sales
Hotline Number: 0845 2300147.
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Dunlop Roland Garros product range
The Roland Garros product range of racquets and balls builds on Dunlop’s existing high-quality
collection and demonstrates the company’s commitment to supplying products at every level
of participation - from children to advanced players.

The French Open, Racing, Slam and Club Lite racquets have been designed and developed
with clay court participation in mind, while the Federation Francaise de Tennis has officially
accredited all five tennis balls.

The Dunlop Roland Garros French Open authentic Milliken Playnes cloth tennis ball
was used during this year’s tournament and the Easy and Mini Orange introductory
balls will be the official ball for the FFT Club Junior and Mini Tennis programme.
Dunlop: 01276 803399.

Tennis
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GEL-Resolution: the high-tech tennis shoe
The new GEL-Resolution begins a new chapter in tennis footwear. The shoe

provides cutting-edge technology specially designed for the specific
demands of tennis players. 

The GEL-Resolution is a top-level tennis shoe for the professional
player who requires the ultimate in comfort and technology. In

spring/summer 2007, the GEL-Resolution will be launched as a men’s version
of ASICS’ ground-breaking new product.

At the ASICS Research Institute of Sports Science in Kobe, Japan, meticulous
research was conducted into the special movements that a tennis player makes
during a match. Special emphasis was placed on strokes and side steps involving
heavy strain on the player’s feet. The tooling of the GEL-Resolution is constructed
in such a way that it optimally supports and protects the player while giving him all

the freedom of movement he needs. 
The GEL-Resolution is light, supportive and extremely

comfortable. Thanks to the innovative, tennis-specific
IGS system, the shoe offers great traction,

flexibility and cushioning. 
The slightly thinner midsole

results in a lower point of gravity,
which in turn offers even greater
stability. Thanks to the use of
Solyte midsole material, the

excellent cushioning properties
stay intact. The shoe also offers

exceptionally good torsional and
lateral support in a light shoe. This

facilitates extreme movements and changes
of direction, and helps the player to return quickly

to the centre of the court. 
This newly developed shoe also features a new design that reflects

its technical sophistication. Available in Azurri/Liquid Silver/Strawberry
colour, the eye-catching GEL-Resolution is stable, extremely supportive and
provides a natural ride in all tennis situations.
For more information contact ASICS’ sales office on 01925 243360.
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Sergio Tacchini autumn/winter 2006 collection
Sergio Tacchini has updated its Heritage, Footwear and Tennis
collections in celebration of the company’s 40th anniversary.

A number of past Heritage lines have had a makeover, as have
Sergio Tacchini’s men, women and children footwear ranges.

The Tennis Performance autumn/winter 2006 collection offers a
combination of style with maximum performance and functionality.
Sergio Tacchini: 0161 233 6900.

http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk


TENNIS EQUIPMENT
The main tennis equipment item that FST sells to trade customers is the tennis ball throwing machine.

Of the many ball machines that FST sells the Lobster Elite and all its 6 varieties are the most popular along
with the Lobster air powered machines and the Playmate range of machines which are heavy duty machines with

extra facilities at a higher price range. Also available are the Tennis Tutor range of battery powered machines and
Tennis Tower range of mains powered machines.

The Lobster Elite:
• has a larger ball hopper which means it is much less prone to damage 

• can stop balls firing by rotating the interval control knob fully anti-clockwise without turning machine off. Useful for coaches.
• has a wider range of ball speeds than any other machine (13 to 68mph measured on radar gun) 

• range of elevation angles is greater than almost any other wheel propelled ball machine from +8 degrees to +55 degrees.
• sweep angle at 17.5 degrees gives much better coverage, allowing a greater challenge to players & more ball variations to play against. 

• removable handle allows the machine to be used easily on court with the balls in place, and allows easy transporting to & from the court
• the PCB design allows for an upgrade to wireless remote operation without purchasing another machine.

• will fire Mini-tennis 'orange' and 'green' balls reliably at speeds slow enough so that the machine can be used for Mini-tennis drills. 
• is suitable for all types of court surfaces

• uses a heavy duty battery which gives a continuous running time of over 4 hours (depending on the setting of the controls).
• when the battery voltage reaches a pre-set limit the machine will stop with all its motors disabled

FST offer trade customers servicing for any make or model of ball machine made world-wide. We will also give advice or guidance on 
ball machine selection to prospective customers.

Other main goods sold to trade customers are aluminium umpires chairs, rebound nets, tennis court furniture, tennis court nets, tennis practice balls, 
radar guns for ball speed applications. For more details on our ball throwing machines please contact us on the details provided.

SPORTS FLOODLIGHTING
Sports floodlighting is a very specialised field. After 10 years in this trade FST is one of the top five companies supplying this product and can offer almost
any type of floodlight available for almost any type of application (basketball, bowls green, cricket pitch or nets, five-a-side football, equestrian areas,
football pitches, hockey pitches, MUGA [Multi-User Games Areas], netball, rugby, tennis courts) and of course indoor sports facilities.
Each enquiry is treated as unique as each site will have some different feature or site constraint. An initial site visit is free of any charge as are proposal
solutions to the client's requirements. An 8 page 'Client Floodlighting Requirement Form' is given to the potential customer at the initial site visit together
with 10 pages of notes to help the client understand the choices available and the standards to lighting possible.
If other construction work is going to take place at the same time as the floodlighting installation then details of this are requested so that the full
implications of the site constraints can be allowed for in any quotation or guide price supplied. Any work undertaken will be to NIC EIC standards.
All work is guaranteed, insured and the lighting plots designed to suit the site.

FST has a number of specialised pieces of floodlighting equipment:-
• spider type cherry-picker that can pass through a tennis gate which can also lift columns into place
• electronic floodlight aiming device which saves time and is very accurate giving a better lighting pattern than other means
• special brackets for very narrow tennis courts (spaced very close together) allowing better light uniformity
• device for laying cables under a sports surface without the need for trenching except at entry and exit points
• computer operated floodlighting control for large installations offering extensive management control

design software to generate all the necessary lighting plots and documents required
• new system of regulating metal halide floodlights allowing exact lighting levels to be achieved

• new system of regulating metal halide floodlights on long cable runs
• new system of dimming metal halide floodlights

Over the last ten years FST has dealt with planning authorities up and down the country and has accumulated a specialised knowledge
of the planning process, appeal process and the general requirements of local planning departments. If it is possible for a

floodlighting scheme to get planning approval FST has a great record of success in this difficult area. One of the best installations
was completed in December 2004 when four tennis courts were floodlit in Regents Park, London after a six month discussion

with Hammersmith Borough Council. The tennis courts were lit to the highest possible LTA lighting standard with exceptional
uniformity and minimal light spillage (which pleased the bat expert in Regents Park)!

The main floodlights that FST prefers to use are the Philips MVP507 with 1kW or 2kW metal halide (or sodium) lamps
and the smaller Philips MVP506 250W, 400W and 600W lamps as these are the best unit available world-wide.

Installations using cheaper floodlights and to lower lighting standards are offered to meet clients requirements.
A new low cost asymmetric tungsten halogen floodlight is being developed in the far East for use in play

areas, house paths and garage lighting applications. Planning regulations will soon require this new
product which will reduce light spillage in local areas. All standards of lighting are available

and wherever possible a clients budget is met.

F S T
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Tel: 01473 744949/ 01473 744830

Fax: 01473 744762 (24 hrs) 
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com

Website: www.fst.co.uk
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Supplements

Sports Oxyshot
Sports Oxyshot is a unique groundbreaking product that provides the
body with a rapid boost of oxygen, helping people to train longer, play
harder and recover faster. 

Sports Oxyshot is an aqueous solution rich in oxygen and, like all
solutions, is absorbed via the gastrointestinal tract. The oxygen locked in
the solution passes quickly into the bloodstream, where the body can
use it to enhance performance.

Used and endorsed by athletes across all sporting codes, Sports
Oxyshot is set to become a major phenomenon in sports nutrition.
For more information call 0870 11 66 386 or visit www.puralife.co.uk
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EAS Energy
EAS Energy provides a serious energy boost, as
the UK’s leading triathlete, Tim Don, knows.
The range is designing to help triathletes train,
build muscle, reduce fat and recover quickly.

Carb Loader loads carbohydrate and glycogen
to charge the muscles and liver ready for exercise.
Precision Carbs is an advanced drink for

continuous energy flow, while the
electrolyte drink Iso Drive
helps sustain energy levels.

The quickly digested
Myoplex Energy bar helps
maintain energy and is ideal
to eat while cycling. The
Energy Gels deliver
immediate energy for the
final push. Finally, Recovered
Max delivers highly bio-
available whey proteins for
rapid regeneration of

muscle tissue.
Find out more at www.eas-ukuk.com or call
0870 350 3270 to see why EAS Energy are
products the professionals use.

http://www.puralife.co.uk
http://www.eas-ukuk.com
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Pure Whey
Prolab Europe imports only the highest quality brands from the USA. If
your needs are weight loss, lean weight gain, increased endurance or
general wellbeing call Prolab, tell the company your requirements and it
will design a nutrition programme to fit your needs. Prolab has a
helpline for your training advice from a Mr Universe (Shaun Davis), who
has expertise in all fitness and diet requirements at all levels.
Pure whey uses state-of-the-art cross flow micro filtration
methods to deliver.
Email: shaundavis@prolab.co.uk or call 01179355554.

Trade and retail price lists
available for Prolab Nutrition,
Stallone-instone, Muscletech and
Inner Armour.

www.sportindustry.biz
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mailto:shaundavis@prolab.co.uk
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http://www.bodyedge.co.uk
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For more information about 
EAS’ doping free policy, check out 
www.doping-free.com

Professional and amateur athletes alike realise good nutrition powers their performance, which is why strong 
growth in the sports nutrition category is set to continue. 

As your sports nutrition partner, EAS brings you: 

   A brand known to be safe, effective and well recognised by consumers.

    A range of products designed for the full spectrum of active consumers.

    A brand endorsed by professional athletes and guaranteed doping free.

   A commitment to unrivalled scientifi c research, development leading to...

   Innovation, which means more consumers, more occassions, more sales. 

And EAS is there all the way in supporting your sales through training, product information, point of sale, vending 
machines and consumer awareness through national advertising.

To fi nd out about becoming an EAS Approved Stockist and for your EAS Introduction Pack, call 0870 350 3270 
or email sales@eas-uk.info quoting reference number SI0806, www.eas-uk.com. 

EAS, the world’s No.1 in sports nutrition, is proud to be the offi cial sports nutrition supplier to 
clubs and athletes across the UK including: Sale Sharks - Guinness Premiership Champions 2006, 
Leicester Tigers - Guinness Premiership Finalists 2006, Everton, Jason Barnett - Natural Body Builder, 
Cyclist Nicole Cooke – 2006 Commonwealth Bronze medalist and Tim Don - the UK’s No.1 Triathlete.

PRODUCTS THE PROS USE
TAKING SPORTS NUTRITION TO THE NEXT LEVEL

mailto:sales@eas-uk.info
http://www.eas-uk.com
http://www.doping-free.com


Oxyman (UK) • Alcester Road • Mappleborough Green • Studley • Warwickshire • B80 7DF 

Tel +44 (0) 870 11 66 386 • Fax +44 (0) 870 11 66 387 • Email info@puralife.co.uk • www.puralife.co.uk

It’s not cheating.
It just feels like it.

100% Performance. 0% Risk.

Sports Oxyshot, the revolutionary 100% natural oxygen sports supplement that has 
taken Australia by storm, is fast becoming an essential piece of sports kit on these shores.
The extreme oxygen supplement is rapidly winning fans across the sporting spectrum from
top-level footballers to Olympic athletes and leading rugby teams - including Super League
Champions, the Bradford Bulls. 

Derived from NASA-based technology, Sports Oxyshot

is the strongest oxygen supplement available in the

world today, delivering a massive dose of bio-available

oxygen directly into the bloodstream so 'charged'

molecules reach working muscles more quickly. Drug

free, non-toxic and pH balanced, just 10ml of Sports

Oxyshot, taken once or twice a day, helps athletes and

sports people perform consistently at their peak and

recover much faster to stay in the “game”. 

Dean Richards, Harlequins RFC Head Coach and former

England International is enthusiastic about the benefits

of the new supplement: “As a head coach and former

international player, I know how physically prepared you

have to be to compete and win against the best in the

world. The demands that the modern professional game

of rugby puts on players are intense and any advantage

we can get to improve training results is welcome.”  

“Sports Oxyshot has given the players the ability to take

their training and match day performances to another

level. Recovery times have improved and players are

fresher and more alert.  

Whilst there is no substitute for hard training

and dedication, there is no doubt that Sports

Oxyshot has made a positive contribution

to the performance of the players and

the team.”

Puralife director Ross Riley

comments, “Forget conventional

energy supplements - this really is

something different. With oxygen

crucial to around ninety percent of

the body's energy production, even

professional athletes can suffer from oxygen depletion

due to physical exertion, pollution, fatigue and air travel.

Sports Oxyshot is the most effective natural means of

ensuring your body gets the oxygen it needs to perform.”

A 250ml bottle of Sports Oxyshot is available at £39.99

(RRP) equating to just £1.60 per 10ml shot. 

For further information on Puralife and its products,

visit: www.puralife.co.uk or call 0870 11 66 386.

http://www.puralife.co.uk
http://www.puralife.co.uk
mailto:info@puralife.co.uk






Nano-Science 
and Karakal
the perfect match...

Karakal UK • 0117 982 9057 
www.karakal.com e-mail: sales@karakal.com

Because it’s tough out there!

If you’ve not already checked out our new range of ‘Nano Technology’ grips then take a
good look. We’ve pushed back our design and manufacturing boundaries yet again by
adding ‘Nano-sized’ particles to create incredible, non-slip grips... you won’t believe. 
Get better playability and feel every game. For grips, rackets, shoes, sports clothing,
accessories and a whole lot more - keep winning with Karakal!

See the range...
www.karakal.com

Nano-Science 
and Karakal
the perfect match...

Uni-directional
fibres without

Nano technology

Uni-directional
fibres with

Nano technology

http://www.karakal.com
http://www.karakal.com
mailto:sales@karakal.com


In September Petron launches two new 
products ideal for sports retailers at 
Christmas.

bows, arrows, crossbows and accessories 

copies of the catalogue, price lists and 
advice are available from:

leading archery supplier to the 
sports trade

Supplying quality archery products 
since 1963

The Archery Centre, Buckland Village, Aston Clinton, Buckinghamshire, HP22 5HZ
Tel: 01296 632573          Fax: 01296 631046              admin@petron.info         www.petron.info  

The two blister-packed bow kits were 
previewed at the June Intersport meeting 
and pre-orders have meant that Petron has 
had to increase the production run.

“ We knew the products would be popular, 
but we were surprised and delighted by 
the enthusiasm of the retailers,” said Sue 
Matthews, Chief Executive.  “Some shops 
have placed repeat orders for September 
and December to ensure they have the stock 
available for Christmas.  They know that the 
products will move off the shelves rapidly 

– particularly as the timing coincides 
with the new BBC Robin Hood 
series.”

The kits are lightweight and ideal for 
the youth market.  They contain the 
bow – a compound or recurve – plus 
a quiver which can be attached to the 

and two arrows.

The pictures show the bows set up and 
in action.  But what really sells the 
product is the packaging.

To view the new packaging go to 
www.petron.info on the 25th 
September.

In the meantime get further advice and 
information from admin@petron.info 
or call 01296 632573.

Sports retailers snap up new products

http://www.petron.info
mailto:admin@petron.info
http://www.petron.info
mailto:admin@petron.info


When you first consider
stocking headgear in your
business, it’s a fair bet
that most of you will be
thinking about
protective products
such as cricket
helmets and rugby

scrummaging
caps to

prevent
sports

injuries.
The

problem is, of
course, that both of these

are seasonal sports and
not all members of a

team will wear
them. Therefore,
you should be
looking at other
headgear, which
can be both
lucrative and sell

all year round.
This additional

headgear can cover
sun protection,

teamwear and dedicated
items that are considered

necessary for a sport, such as
swimming caps. There is also the
often-forgotten fashion statement
angle that can be very profitable if
you hit it right.  

Bobble hats and baseball caps
with a football or rugby team’s crest
on them sell well, and you even have
the chance of selling twice here with
national and local teams being
featured. If you offer an embroidery or
printing service, then why not expand
into headgear. After all, if you do it for
shirts why not for baseball caps? 

Comfort
Cricket headgear is all about
protection, but it should also be about
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HEADGEAR

Stock some of the wide range of
headgear currently on offer, says
Steve Newman

Want to
get ahead?

comfort. If you are trying to sell
helmets to your customers, you should
also let them know that they should
also provide some form of ventilation
and/or sweat absorption system. 

Manufacturers such as Gray-Nicolls
produce lightweight models - another
important factor to stress to customers.
Cricketers also need shade from the
sun, so white floppy sunhats are also
good sellers here. 

With the tennis season upon us hats
are big favourites with spectators, and
firms such as Arctic Fox have a
tremendous variety of hats on offer for
all ages. Companies such as Tilley have
long produced hats for sunnier climes
and is world renowned for its different
styles. These canvas-type hats are also a
good bet for the outdoor market. 

A good selling point is that any hat
must have been tested for UV
protection. Ideally, you should be
looking for a hat that uses a specially
constructed fabric to provide sun
protection. These hats should offer an
ultraviolet protection factor (UPF) of up
to 50+, which means they eliminate
most of the sun's harmful UVA and
UVB rays. They should also be
machine or hand washable, because
sweat is corrosive and will eventually
start to rot the headband. 

Indeed, standalone headbands are
also popular with tennis players and
runners as they keep sweat and
sunscreen out of the athlete’s eyes and
off their glasses while racing, training
or working out. Selling points here are
that they need to be made from a high
performance material that quickly
evaporates moisture so that the athlete
stays dry and comfortable. 

They also need to be lightweight,
durable and abrasion resistant, so they
will not lose their shape, and be hand or
machine washable.

Like everything else to do with the
outdoors, hats have undergone a



technological evolution and the days
when a Panama or bush hat was the
norm are now gone forever. Some hats
now come with an in-built cooling
system, are made of lightweight and
non-crushable materials and will fold
down to a tiny size so they can be
stored in a bag or pocket.

The problem with outdoor hats is
that they may not be suitable for all
activities. Baseball caps may look
stylish with their peaks providing

protection, and may do the job for a
short spell when sailing, but they don't
provide the full protection that you
need on a long trek or days walking in
the hills. 

The ‘French Legionnaire’ style hat
has a brim at the front and a flap to
shield the back of the neck. Many
people prefer a hat with a wide brim all
the way round, whilst bucket-style hats
can be colourful with floral patterns
should you so wish.

Swimming
Another all-year-round headgear
activity is swimming, and as fitness
and recreational swimming takes up 90
per cent of the market, plus the growth
in triathlon and club swimming, it
therefore follows there is a real market
potential for swimming headgear. 

Swimming is also now part of the
National Curriculum, which means
that contacting local schools could
pay dividends for a sports retailer.
The other factor is that swimming is
very much a family activity, and if
you can get the whole family
purchasing swimming gear they will
stay loyal customers as children
develop and grow.

The child aspect is, of course, very
important, especially if you can
highlight to parents the dangers of
certain sports such as cycling. If you’re
successful doing this, parents will buy
protective headwear and children will
wear it.   

Once upon a time the football
season used to have a beginning and
end, but now it seems to carry on for
some considerable time. This is true,
too, of rugby, with sevens tournaments
between local sides going on into June.

Scrum caps
The most conspicuous headgear in the
sport is the scrum cap, which has
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undergone an amazing revival in
recent years as players from outside
the scrum begin to realise its value in
the ruck and loose maul. It is not
uncommon these days to see wingers
and centres wearing one. 

Players look for different things in
scrum caps, but generally they want
comfort, a lightweight construction
and both the chinstrap and padding
should have good adjustability. There
should also be minimal hearing and

vision loss with good airflow to 
avoid overheating.

Once again, you should be
pointing out to customers the
necessary features they should be
looking for in a product. If they 
know they can trust you to give
impartial advice, they will come to
value your help and buy other
associated products. 

More to the point, they will keep
coming back. si

STOCK CHECK

■ White Rock Outback Hat 

A unique, wide-brimmed hat with built
in HydroCool cooling system, Bug-Off
bug repellent, Teflon stain and water
resistance, SPF 30+ and a passport
pocket integral in the crown.

Hats come in either cotton canvas
or microfibre and a range of colours -
khaki, stone, navy, olive and grey.
Hawaiian floral patterns are also
available in beige and blue.

Other versions of the Outback Hat
include Outback Vent, which has a wide
mesh vent close to the crown of the
hat.All hats have brass mesh ventilators
and snap-up brim press studs.

Outback comes with an option of a
woven designer hat band or a braided
suede hat band, as well as the original
classic version with no hat band.

HydroCool crystals built into the
forehead section of each hat can be
soaked in cold water for two minutes.
The crystals absorb the water and
swell up to become a soft gel. This
forms a built-in cooling system that
will take two to three days to dry out,
after which you can re-soak whenever
you wish. As long as the HydroCool
crystals are moist, they will act as a
cooling system as the wearer’s body
heat slowly dries out the water. In the

Sahara the crystals will stay wet
and therefore cool for about 12
hours before needing re-soaking.

■ The Frayed Bucket cap from Royal
Robbins is made from 100 per cent Billy
Goat Canvas Cotton. Pre-washed and
pre-shrunk, it is available in sizes S-XL
(price £10).

■ The Páramo Cap (£25) is an outdoor
activities minimal pack size product that
is exceptionally lightweight and
waterproof. One size fits all due to its
draw-cord volume adjustment. It gives
unrestricted vision with added weather
protection provided by the reinforced
visor, while the retractable chin strap
provides a snug fit.

Provides protection against UV rays.
Colours: navy, fire, forest, slate and black.

■ The Gray-Nicolls Ti-Tech Pro is a
super-lightweight moulded helmet with
a unique airflow ventilation system.

■ The men’s Geo III Cap (£5) is quick
drying and made from Venture-Tech
Extra - 100 per cent polyamide. It has a
sunshade and UV Protection of SPF
40+. It is also Teflon stain resistant and
has a water repellent finish. Colours:
seal grey or wildwood. Sizes: S-XL.

■ The Xact Headguard is the top-of-
the-range Gilbert model for the safety
conscious rugby player.

“The child aspect is, of course, very important, especially if
you can highlight to parents the dangers of certain sports”

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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HILLY launches new socks for ladies
HILLY Clothing Limited has recently launched a new range
of technical performance running socks to cater for the
rapidly increasing ladies market.

The socks range from the ultra-light Mono Skin Lite
Socklet to the Twin Skin Moisture Management (double
layer) Anklet and now the Mono Skin Supreme, to cater
for all requirements.

The socks are made from technical yarns and have
key features to ensure that they wick perspiration away
from the feet and offer maximum comfort.

The Twin Skin socks (also available in a socklet) are
probably the best double layer socks on the market and
the Mono Skin Supreme, probably the most technical,
which explains why HILLY is leading the field.
For further details call 0161 366 8207.

Triathlon

IN SEASON TRIATHLON

mailto:sales@zoggs.com
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Saucony
Saucony’s long-standing affinity with triathlon has been
based on great products and great athletes wearing
those products. Continuing that tradition, the Type A
shoe has just been awarded ‘Editor’s Pick’ by US sneaker
bible Sole Collector. 

Whilst this year’s tri apparel has sold out already,
next year’s styles are now available for trade viewing.
Far from resting on its laurels, Saucony’s design team
has added new, high performance fabrics to the line up
and increased the number of pieces available,
particularly in the rapidly expanding ladies market.
Team Saucony has also added four top triathletes to its
stable.
For further information on Saucony athletes, shoes and
kit visit www.saucony.co.uk or call 023 9282 3664.

Aqua Sphere answers all swim 
kit needs - from triathlon to
summer snorkelling
From triathlon wetsuits, goggles and training fins to
its superb Aquatics range of low-cost recreational
snorkels and masks for all-round summer fun - Aqua
Sphere has got your swim kit needs in the bag. 

Aqua Sphere's new tri-wetsuit range, design
supported by a world triathlon champion, delivers

exceptional super-stretch, high-performance suits with retail
prices starting at only £159.99. Highly acclaimed by athletes and the
media, the range delivers great quality at a sensible price. 

And if it’s recreational snorkelling kit that your customers need, the
new Aquatics range of masks, snorkels and fins deliver great quality and
comfort for adults and kids, with SRPs starting at only £4.99. 
To stock the fastest growing name in swim equipment, and the winner
of 'Best Designed Sport Kit' at the Sport Industry Awards 2006, call
01254 278873 or visit www.aquasphereuk.co.uk
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Body Glide
Product benefits include:
■ There’s no petroleum and it won’t clog pores. 
■ Perspiration escapes and your skin breathes. 
■ Helps skin retain moisture.
■ Offers protection in hot or cold weather. 
■ Washes off with soap.
■ For hands, upper body, inner thighs, feet, under arms, shoulders,

chest (nipples), with sports bras, supporters, braces, bandages,
compression garments. 

■ Safe on wetsuits and neoprene.  
For more information contact DJM Products Limited on 02392 823216.
Email: annette@djmproducts.co.uk

http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.saucony.co.uk
http://www.aquasphereuk.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:annette@djmproducts.co.uk


Born in Australia...
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...now swimming all around the world.
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Ward Robertson:
“We allow our staff to
make mistakes”

Employees used to be quite happy to
be told what to do by their bosses.
These days, however, they are more
demanding and want to be involved in
discussions, meetings and goal-setting.

The good news is that companies
that involve and consult their staff
achieve far more than those who
dominate and control, according to
research conducted by organisational
psychologist Rensis Likert.

Gavin Ingham, a keynote speaker
and author of Motivate People (Dorling
and Kindersley), to be published in 2007,
suggests managers hold meetings where
the opinions of staff are sought and at
least one person is given five or 10
minutes to inspire the team by sharing a
victory or passing on their knowledge.

But you need to do more than just
involve your employees to get them
more motivated. 

To find out what more you can do,
follow Sports Insight’s 10 top tips:

Listen to your staff
To connect with people at a level where
you can motivate them will require you
to understand what is important to
them at work, says Ingham.   

“When they are sharing their
values, listen to understand them, rather
than talk, and if their answers don’t fit
your idea of what’s important, such as
money and promotion, don’t be
judgemental,” he says.
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Trust staff with responsibility
Giving staff responsibility inspires them
to give greater thought to their work,
can spark creativity and very often
greater productivity and efficiency. 

One company found that simply
requiring people in a clerical office to
sign their own letters with their own
name, instead of asking managers to
sign letters, brought an immediate
increase in productivity and accuracy.
Because people had responsibility,
they felt it more important to get it
right than in the past.

Set targets, then reward
results & behaviour
Setting targets is a great motivator,
says Peter Jones, the proprietor of The
Sportslocker, a retail outlet in
Haslemere, Surrey. “Targets give staff
something to aim for, so we set sales
targets and award a prize to the person
who achieves the highest amount of
sales,” he says. 

It is also important to reward good
behaviour, since this could inspire
people to go on to produce results. A
reward package for good behaviour
could include a pair of cinema tickets
or a meal for two at a restaurant that’s
popular with staff.

Genuinely care
If you genuinely care, then motivation
will be easier. Yes, you’ll still have to

Man
management
Adeline Iziren provides 10
tips to keep your most
important business assets at
the top of their game

find time for everything and do a
thorough job, but it will be easier in the
sense that you will need to do no more
than set people clear objectives and goals. 

“It is very difficult to motivate if, in
truth, you do not really care about
people,” writes Patrick Forsyth in How
To Motivate People (Kogan Page).
“[I’m not talking about] just caring
because they are your people and your
business role and success is dependent
on them, but really caring about them
for themselves.”

Decide that it’s okay to make
a mistake
In many companies staff are worried
about making mistakes and so they rarely
take risks, which can stifle creativity.
People are afraid to make mistakes
because bosses very often look to
apportion blame when things go wrong.

It’s important to create an
environment where people feel that they
can own up to mistakes and feel
supported. “In meetings we encourage
people to speak to the directors if
something isn’t working,” says Ward
Robertson, managing director of buying
group STAG. “We allow our staff to
make mistakes, but we do want them to
learn from those mistakes.”

Recruit the right people
Finding and retaining the right people is
crucial if you want motivated people. It

Setting targets give staff
something to aim for

MOTIVATING STAFF
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Communicating clearly
and effectively when
training is crucial

is far easier to get on board a motivated
person and develop them, than take on
someone who is unmotivated. 

Posing the right questions during
interviews will go a long way in
helping you to find the right people.
Crucial questions include: what is
important to you about work? Why is
that important? If security and a
positive team environment is
important to someone, then find out
what needs to happen at work for
them to feel secure and that they are
part of a positive team environment. 

“Recruitment is the most difficult
thing we face,” admits Ward
Robertson. “When we do interview
people, we have a list of structured
questions for that job and we bring in
a member of the staff doing the job in
the interview. We try to hire attitude
first and skills second.

“If we have issues with people
we’ve hired we go through the
disciplinary procedure. People either
step up to the mark or
look elsewhere,
as one bad
apple can
spoil and

demotivate the team, since people will
feel that if they can get away with a
bad performance, then so can I.” 

Training & development
This is a core element of motivation.
If money is tight, you can send one
person on a course and ask them to
share what they learnt with the team,
you can run bite-size training sessions
of 15 minutes inside your business or
train up someone for a particular role.
Communicating clearly and
effectively when training is crucial if
you want people to be motivated and
get results, as Robertson has found.

One of his staff members, Amira
Effat, was trained to deal with invoice
queries, which used to be a huge
problem since STAG, which he
purchased three years ago, had
outstanding invoice queries going
back two years.  

“Invoice queries are being dealt
with faster and this has enhanced the
company’s reputation,” says
Robertson. “They have also given
Amira tremendous job satisfaction and
this is simply because she got the right
guidance and training.”

Lead by example & be a
good manager
If you want a motivated team then
you need to walk your talk, since your
motivation will affect your team. If
sales figures are down and you feel
downbeat about it staff members will
notice, but if you’re positive and
upbeat, despite the poor sales figures,
then this is what you will be
projecting to your staff and it will rub
off on them. 

Managing other people requires a
range of characteristics including, first
and foremost, your ability to do your
job effectively. Beyond that, the
general characteristics that make a
manager good at their job and are
seen as desirable by a team include: 
■ Having a strategic vision and seeing

the broad picture.
■ Being successful at achieving results.
■ Delegating well.
■ Being fair and not playing favourites.
■ Having confidence in staff, wanting

them to develop and helping them
to do so.

■ Giving credit for others’ success.
■ Acknowledging their own

weaknesses and success.
■ Fighting the corner for their team.
■ Keeping promises.
■ A positive attitude.

Nobody wants to be managed by
someone who is secretive, nit-picks at

small details, is dictatorial
and resistant to change.

Get systems together
Effective systems will provide
reminders and prompts to
focus attention, both on the

specifics of motivation
and on the idea that it is

an important responsibility.
For example, something as
simple as installing a new
staff noticeboard provides
a new means of possible

motivation and extends
communication with employees.

Similarly, tightening a policy on, say,
absenteeism may increase hours
worked and improve motivation in 
a hardworking group with a dislike 
for ‘passengers’. 

And if all your efforts fail
If a member of staff is not suited to a
particular role, then he or she is not
going to be motivated. 

If you’re a good employer you’ll
find an alternative role, and if that
doesn’t work then your best bet is to
encourage them to move on. If they
don’t budge then, naturally, you’ll have
to introduce disciplinary measures.

MOTIVATING STAFF
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GP898RS -
Porsche 911 GT1

GP899W -
F1 Maclaren
GTR

GP904 -
Mercedes Benz
CLK - LM

GP907 -
Porsche
911 GT2

GP922 -
Porsche 911 GT3

Radio Control Cars
High Quality radios control cars. Including many licensed marques.

1/12 Scale full function cars, ready to run.
Requires: 9.6v rechargeable battery pack and charger (included)

Transmitter: 1 x 9v battery (included)

Benjamin Toys Limited,
8 Fulton Close,  Argyle Way,
Stevenage, Herts. SG1 2AF,
Phone:  +44 1438 726002

Fax:  +44 1438 347444
Mobile:  +44 7989 556677

E-mail:  faiz@benjamintoys.co.uk
WebSite:  www.benjamintoys.com

benjamin
toys limited

http://www.benjamintoys.com
mailto:faiz@benjamintoys.co.uk


"Customers instinctively prefer a
store that is merchandised by product
category," he says. "If they are looking
for trainers, they want to find them all
in the same place. The same applies
for almost everything you sell - and so
there has to be a good reason to do
something radically different.” 

The best reason is that effective
cross-merchandising can dramatically
increase UPTs (that's units per
transaction) by up to 30 per cent,
according to the latest London School
of Economics studies - mainly by
boosting impulse buying.

According to Andrew Andoniadis:
"It makes customers visualise how
they could use an impulse-bought
item in conjunction with the goods
they actually came in to buy. This is
done by creating what are known as
'anchor areas', by positioning cross-
merchandise with a strong common
theme in a specific part of the shop." 

Tony James uncovers the latest way to persuade punters to
buy more by displaying seemingly unrelated products
together to create a hopefully irresistible visual story 

Make more sales

CROSS-MERCHANDISING

Why would a sports retailer sell
lawnmowers and a watersport’s
store offer books, DVDs and
shark's-tooth keyrings?

Answer: it's a highly successful
venture into cross-merchandising, the
latest way to persuade punters to buy
more by displaying seemingly
unrelated products together to create a
hopefully irresistible visual story. It
also makes the customer aware of just
how wide a range of merchandise you
actually carry.

Skill
But be warned - successful cross-
merchandising is a skilled business.
It's easy to end up with a hodge-podge
of goods on display that don't seem to
have any connection. And according
to retail consultant Andrew
Andoniadis, there can even be an in-
built customer reaction against cross-
mixing unless it's done properly.
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As an example, one watersports
store recently highlighted snorkelling
and diving gear in an aquatic display
of inflatable and animated floating
sharks also featuring DVDs, tapes,
books, information on undersea sites,
sub-aqua clubs and even novelty items
like floating shark-tooth keyrings.

Eye-catching
It's vital to make cross-merchandise
window displays as eye-catching as
possible. "You're selling related
products by selling a dream,"
explains London image consultant
Melanie Watson.

"Go for visual displays which are
uncluttered and to the point. We have
found that the average customer
initially looks at a merchandise
display for about one second. First
impressions will ensure that vital
second look.

"You need a strong and logical
theme, which links unlikely items
together. Shop window clutter went out
with the era of 'Open All Hours’. Now
it's been found that a minimalist
themed presentation, changed regularly,
is often the most effective way of
attracting cross-merchandise interest." 

She proved her point when being
commissioned by a London sports
store to create a mixed-merchandise
winter sports presentation. 

She came up with a stark display
of ski equipment against an empty
white background lit by laser beams
and which included everything from
skis to anti-glare goggles, barrier cream
- and brochures for top ski resorts.

"It gave a real feeling of mountain
skiing and the challenge it presents,"
says Watson. "It really seemed to grip
the punters' imagination and the
number of inquiries and sales was
nearly double the previous year when
the shop put on a much more
conventional display.

"What you are trying to do with
cross-mixing in window displays is to
promote the look of a certain lifestyle
- which customers will want to buy
into - by merchandising items on a
broad theme."

Modern cross-merchandising was
evolved in the US about 10 years ago,
and swiftly moved to Japan where it
revolutionised retailing and hoisted
consumer spending by nearly 20 per
cent in the first year.

Now cross-merchandising has
expanded dramatically to include
services as well as goods. For instance,
estate agent TMX Spicerhaart has set
up ‘one-stop shops’, which not only
find houses for clients but also take
care of all legal transactions, house
buying, selling and removals.

Above: use props to
accentuate mixed-
merchandise appeal



This mixed-merchandising has
certainly paid off - the company is now
the UK's largest estate agency chain,
turning over £90 million.

But the most spectacular rise in
cross-marketing is on the internet.
"Consumers on the web are roaming all
over the place with their minds and
wallets open,” is how Ruth Stevens of
eMarketing Strategy
(www.emarketingstrategy.com) puts it.
"They are tailor-made for cross-
marketing campaigning."

When it comes to encouraging web
customers to cross-market, you've got
plenty of strategies to choose from, but
first you need to be sure that your site
is geared to fast, convenient sales.

"Do everything you can to get out
of the way of the purchase," Ruth
Stevens advises. "Make sure your site
has smooth navigation. Reduce the
number of clicks required to get to
the purchase. Streamline the order
page and try to eliminate scrolling.
Impulse buyers soon give up if
ordering gets tedious."

Another tip is to put special
‘impulse buy’ bargains on your home

page. Jim Daniels, who sells sports
books through the web, says as soon as
he began making special offers on his
main page, cross-marketing impulse
buyers crowded in.

"My orders increased
immediately,” he says. "Most of these
cross-marketeers are first-time visitors
to my site and traditionally these are
the hardest eggs to crack. The fact is, a
lot of people just can't pass up a
tempting sale."

In addition to designing a website
to encourage buying, why not try
email marketing - sending emails to
previous customers promoting specific
cross-marketing products, adding
special promotions for customers who
order immediately?

But even if you're sticking to
more traditional cross-marketing
strategies, there are still some
important basics to learn.

"First you need to define the terms
merchandising and display," Andrew
Andoniadis points out. "Merchandising
is what we do with a stock of products
on the sales floor, by simply putting
them on show in racks or on shelves.

"A display is when we take
samples of that merchandise and
highlight them by creating a visual
picture or vignette around a central
theme. Cross-merchandising displays
are also far easier to organise than

trying to mix-merchandise the entire
store. They can look attractive and add
interest and warmth to the ambience." 

Top tips
So here are some tips from the experts
on how to make cross-merchandising
work for you:
■ Place cross-mixed merchandise in
high traffic areas of your store, not
pushed away in a corner. Remember
that most customers have an instinct
to turn right as they enter a shop and
80 per cent will pick up an impulse
sale product that is nearest to their
right hand.

■ It has been discovered that the first
two or three metres up a shopping
aisle are ‘dead space’ so far as mixed-
marketing impulse buying is
concerned, and so should
only be used for routine
essentials.

■ Make a plan of how to
link a variety of
merchandise. Studies have
shown that it's most eye-
catching to have large items

in the centre flanked by goods of
descending size. Goods get most
attention when they are in what
consultants call the ‘sweet spot’ -
that's between waist and eye level. 

■ Make cross-merchandise
promotions more inviting by
using a loop layout in your 
store - that's a curving, free-
flowing shop floor design that
not only exposes punters to more
sale items but is more relaxing
than the conventional grid layout.

■ Use props to accentuate mixed-
merchandise appeal. For instance, a
recent ‘summer break’ sports equipment
display used towels, deckchairs, sun
cream, sunglasses and beach umbrellas
as an atmospheric backdrop.

■ Consider a prop barter system when
planning merchandise displays and
borrow from nearby shops and
companies in exchange for a credit in
your windows.

■ Know your products and be
passionate about them. "I do a lot of
talking," says independent south
London retailer John Raymond. "I find
that when I'm really enthusiastic about
a product customers are far more
likely to want to try it and buy it."

■ Tell a story - where does equipment
come from? What famous sportsmen
or women use it? Why is it the best?

Remember that if you're talking to one
person in a crowded store, at least
three others are listening.

■ Plan cross-merchandising themes -
make them part of your schedule for
the year. It can mean extra work, but
studies have found that related
products sell better than standalones.

■ Cross-merchandised products
should have a logic in their grouping -
say, cricket footwear, clothing, bats
and pads alongside cricket yearbooks,
record books and even stars'
biographies.

■ Put together items that are colour
coordinated and which lead the eye
from one product to another.

■ The arrival of seasonal sports is all
the excuse you need for a cross-
merchandise promotion. Craftily
move stock around to make it look as

though you are bringing in more
new stuff than you actually are.

Clearance racks can be useful
to lure punters from one

range of seasonal
merchandise to another.

■ Couple cross-
merchandise displays with
‘how-to’ information -

with the aim of selling an
entire project instead of just

one item. 

John Raymond, for instance,
developed the cricket theme by
working with a local nursery to
provide a grass-care programme,
which included guidance from a
retired county cricket groundsman,
plus tools, seed, fertiliser and even a
range of lawnmowers. Three 
local cricket clubs took up the
whole package.

"There's never been anyone
who hates cutting grass more than
me," he says. "And now I

suddenly find myself with a
shop full of lawnmowers."

“Consumers on the web are roaming all over
the place with their minds and wallets open”
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As consumers continue to shop online in
record numbers, more pressure is being
placed on sports retailers to provide
alternative ways to shop.
Last year proved to be a revolutionary year for
retail, with shoppers noticeably changing old
habits and opting for a multi-channel
purchasing approach (ie, shopping via
catalogue, online and in-store).

As well as a generally difficult retail
climate, the sports sub-sector has been going
through a fundamental change over the past
few years, with competitive pressures making
trading conditions extremely difficult -
highlighted by the demise of Allsports. It is
therefore essential for sports retailers to
respond to the changing retail climate by
recognising the shift in shopping behaviour in
order to stay competitive.

In this tough retail climate retailers must
understand their customers - not only how
they shop but what they expect from you. You
cannot afford to ignore your customers’ wants
and needs. If you fail to provide consumers
with different shopping options then you risk
losing customers to competitors who have
embraced the multi-channel retail market.
Online shoppers are notoriously disloyal and
driven by factors such as price, convenience,
functionality and customer service.  

Multi-channel retailing
Many sports retailers have recognised the
necessity of offering a multi-channel retailing
approach, with retailers such as one of our
own clients, JJB Sports, going online in the
past 12 months. 

However, the question for many retailers
remains, ‘What can we do to capitalise on this
trend and not lose out to the competition?’ Well,
apart from the obvious extension of channel
choice for customers in the first place, a key
element of success is to ensure that a multi-
channel approach is adopted. 

This basically means not treating the
channels separately or as separate businesses, but
integrating them with each other and as part of
an overall business strategy. Next is a good
example of this, as there are few Next customers
who do not know of its catalogue and online
channel.

Providing a consistent customer experience is
important. This includes being able to access
customer details no matter through which
channel they have been purchased, and being
able, for example, to return goods to a store if
purchased online.

Expectations
Such is the nature of today’s multi-channel
market that consumers not only want but expect a
website that is fully integrated with any other
channel that retailers may offer. It has now got to
the stage where consumers expect retailers to
have online and catalogue options available. But
how can you ensure you live up to these
expectations? 

The key to online selling is to always have
the customer at the forefront of all decisions -
transactional websites must be driven by the
customer from the very outset. Consumers want
their shopping experience to be as convenient as
possible, and there are a number of points you
must consider prior to developing a successful
multi-channel approach:

■ Firstly, it is vital to remember that the internet
is a remote tool, yet your customers need to feel
the same connection with your website as they do
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Multi-channel market
Nick Allen, chief executive
of Zendor, surveys the
changing face of retail
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with your high street store. This can be
best achieved by ensuring your website
is quick, provides all relevant product
information and is easy to navigate. 

■ It is also important that you don’t
think of a website simply as a
transactional tool. The changing nature
of consumer shopping behaviour has
seen the internet frequently used as a
research medium. 

Therefore, it is important to
deliver your customers a well-branded
site experience that is consistent with
your offline proposition. Remember,
your customers will not view your
website as a separate tool, but simply
as an online store, therefore you must
view it in exactly the same way.

For example, the homepage on
your site works in exactly the same
way as a window display does, and
showcasing products that are ‘hot’
and ‘new’ in your ‘shop window’
enables you to entice customers into
your store.

■ Never underestimate the power of
simplicity. Customers must always
feel in control of how they navigate
around your site, particularly during
the checkout process. Confusing
customers with a complex design
will just lead to them clicking off
your site and onto one which is easier
to buy from.

The best way to ensure that your
site is user-friendly is to get customers
to test and comment on it prior to it
going live.

Responding to consumer needs by
providing alternative ways to shop
should simply be viewed as another
aspect of offering the best customer
service. This will not only help
retailers to achieve customer loyalty,
but will also benefit you financially by
reaching out to new customers who
choose not to shop on the high street
for whatever reason. 

For example, our research found
that more than twice as many people
shop online (23 per cent) on a daily
basis than on the high street (nine per
cent). Therefore, the fact cannot be
ignored that many consumers regularly
choose to buy or research from the
comfort of their own home; and if they
can’t shop online with their preferred
retailer, they’ll soon find another
retailer that offers this option.

Internet

Mobile iDTV

Catalogue

Kiosk

Your
customer
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commercial performance. These logs
will show you how many people are
coming to your site and how long
they are staying. The brevity of
some visits may surprise you, but
you can easily improve these
statistics.

It’s a myth that you can power
your site to the top of the first page
of Google by loading your web
pages with keywords. Google and
the other search engines are more
sophisticated than that. What they
are looking for are websites that are
well connected to others and gain
lots of traffic because people what
to link to them. 

But don’t overburden your pages
will lots of links - Google
recommends no more than 100 per

Today you are spoilt for choice
when it comes to actually
building your website. The tools
that are available can quickly
give you a professional site that
will complement your high
street store.

But just building a world-class
website is only the beginning. You
have to increase your site’s traffic
to justify the time and money you
have spent creating it.

Search engine guru
When was the last time you looked
at your website’s traffic logs? If
you don’t often do this, you’re not
using one of the most useful pieces
of information you have that can
help you improve your website’s

“What you have to do in order to get a great slot on Google’s ranking is to
make your site the best it can be”

page. What you have to do in order
to get a great slot on Google’s
ranking is to make your site the
best it can be. This will not only
gain your site more traffic, but
search engines will notice that
other sites want to link to yours
and reward you with a better page
ranking. The upshot of which will
be even more traffic for your site.

Fancy a bit of Flash on your
website, or perhaps an entire
website created in Flash? 
Google can index Flash sites, but
you have to be careful how you
handle this. Google can’t index any
text within a Flash movie, but you
can still ensure that content is of a
high quality in the movie itself.  

A good idea is to embed the
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Every business should have a website, but how do you increase its traffic and
turn your browsers into buyers? Dave Howell investigates
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ikonBoard (www.ikonboard.com).
Think carefully about what you

want to achieve with your website.
One of the key strengths of the
internet is that it enables you to
reach a global audience. If you
thought your business was a local
concern, think again. Reaching
more potential customers via your
site could add significantly to your
bottom line. 

Make your site easy to use for
international customers to buy
from. Once the word’s out that they
had a great experience, you’ll see a
leap in your international sales as
more overseas customers point
their browsers at your site.

And don’t forget good old
customer services. Research has
indicated that one in five Britons
will now tell more than 10 friends
about a bad customer service
experience. 

Keith Tilley of SunGard
Availability Services, which
carried out the research, says:

Flash movie in a standard HTML
page. You can then include the all-
important title tag. But don’t forget
that links back to your site are
equally important for your
website’s Google ranking. Many
Flash sites do very well because
they have gained a good reputation,
which has meant other relevant
sites have linked back to them.
Google notices this fact and awards
these sites a higher ranking.

You could, of course, put your
hand in your pocket and get more
people visiting your site by placing
advertising on the major search
engines. Again, Google has the
lion’s share of this market with its
AdWords service
(https://adwords.google.com/select/
Login3). This is easy to set up and
monitor as you have complete
control over how much you spend
in a given month. You create an
advert that will appear when a
certain keyword is used in a search.

There are really no shortcuts to
gaining a high ranking on Google.
As Steve Leach, managing director
and founder of Bigmouth
(www.bigmouthmedia.com), which
specialises in search engine
optimisation, says, if you’re honest
about what your website has to
offer, you’ll be rewarded. 

“Don’t forget, Google is a
business,” he says. “It wants to
provide its users with the best
experience it can, so it won’t
tolerate any website that abuses the
system. The best way of
approaching the construction of
your website is to try and produce
the best site you can. Google will
pick up on this.”

Customer magnet
Today no business is an island.
This is especially true online where
links and connections make the
internet the great shopping tool it
is. Try and make affiliations and
associations with other businesses
that complement your own. This
isn’t commercial suicide, but a
means of offering your customers
more choice. You’ll find that your
visitor statistics increase as you’re
receiving more referral visits.

And don’t forget the customers
you already have. One of the best
ways of keeping them long term is
to build a community they can
interact with. These can be quickly
and cheaply set up with off-the-
shelf software and could transform
your customer relations. Take a
look at ektron (www.ektron.com),
WowBB (www.wowbb.com) and

“Nearly half of us - 48 per cent -
have switched service providers in
the last two years, so it’s clear that
agitated, impatient customers are
demanding better service or they
will move on.  

“It’s no longer acceptable for
businesses to only be available 24/7
- it’s about being more responsive
and available than the competition.”

Your website is a great asset to
your business, but you don’t want it
to be the best kept secret on the web.
Search engine optimisation can help
a great deal with your traffic, as can
linking with other complementary
websites. 

But ultimately it’s the quality of
your site and its content that will
gain your more traffic and,
therefore, more customers. Those
businesses that strive to build
consistently high quality websites
are continuously rewarded with a
larger slice of the available market.
Make sure you’re one of these
favoured businesses. si
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Resources
Optimiser
www.optimiser.co.uk
As part of bigmouthmedia
(www.bigmouthmedia.com), it has
over eight years’ experience as a
market leader in search engine
optimisation. Optimiser is aimed at the
smaller business that needs help
developing its page rankings. It offers
a wide variety of services to suite
every pocket.

The Unofficial Google Weblog
http://google.weblogsinc.com 
Including a handy list of Google
resources to get your hands on, this
weblog is the place to bookmark if you
want to keep up to date with what’s
happening in the Google universe. If
it’s Google news, read it here first.

Search Engine Watch
http://searchenginewatch.com
Looking at the wider search
engine market, Google is of
course covered in great depth, but
so are the other search engines
currently live on the net. Hints
and tips, articles and inside
information can all be found on
this comprehensive site.

Market Leap
www.marketleap.com 
If you aren’t too sure how Google
will treat your site when you put
it live, Market Leap has a number
of free tools you can use to check
your site for Google friendliness.
Link popularity and keyword
verification can be checked in
seconds.

http://www.ikonboard.com
https://adwords.google.com/select/Login3
https://adwords.google.com/select/Login3
http://www.bigmouthmedia.com
http://www.ektron.com
http://www.wowbb.com
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http://www.optimiser.co.uk
http://www.bigmouthmedia.com
http://google.weblogsinc.com
http://searchenginewatch.com
http://www.marketleap.com
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detective employed by an insurance
company to dispute Dave's claim that he
was unable to work after a car accident.
The case comes up next week.

Suspicious
Of course, just because you try to think
the best of everyone doesn't mean
you're automatically a soft touch - only
yesterday I sent packing a salesmen
trying to sell me Wayne Rooney
autographed soccer boots made in the
Ukraine - and when Dr Ben Wadi El
Haroun Bey came into my life recently I
was understandably suspicious.

Just why Dr Bey wrote to me in the
first place, in an envelope festooned
with impressive stamps, from his office
in Lagos, Nigeria was not clear -
perhaps my mild interest in African
drum music is better known than I
thought.

But as an experienced independent
retailer I could immediately see he had
a problem. As project implementation
director, he had over-invoiced an
American contracting firm for a total of
$28 million and now was desperate to
find somewhere safe to keep the money
while he decided what to do with it.

So could I open a bank account for
him in my name? As someone who
once paid a telephone bill twice by
mistake, I could understand his distress.
Also, $28 million in the shop's account,

I'm not, it must be said, the most
mechanically minded of men, but it
seems I've excelled myself with the van
I've just bought for the business. 

The colour - a sort of musty plum -
and the CD player were a real bargain. The
rest, I have to say, has caused a few
problems.

Last Friday, coming back from the
wholesalers with a load of cut-price
Trinidad tracksuits left over from the
Commonwealth Games, I was stuck in a
traffic jam in Lewisham High Street when
I gradually became aware that the van had
caught fire and was being covered in white
foam by intrepid members of the London
Fire Brigade.

Singed
When I eventually arrived home on the bus
with two large singed parcels of tracksuits
and my thermos flask covered in foam, my
wife's only reaction was: "Before you
bought that heap, why on earth didn't you
have it looked at by someone who knows
about vans?"

"I did," I heard myself saying. "The
man I bought it from knows all about
vans."

I mention this minor incident to
illustrate my theory that people who work
for themselves are, by and large, a pretty
decent lot who try to see the best in
everyone. My wife's view - that we are sad
relics of another era and out of touch with
reality - is neither here nor there.

My mother always said that trusting
people brings out the best in them - and
like most things my mother said (one of
her other favourite sayings was, 'don't
do more than you can') there's a lot of
truth in it.

For instance, my friend Dave, who runs
a fitness gym and is reckoned to be pretty
astute when it comes to summing up
strangers, could see no harm in giving a
tour of his establishment to a middle-aged
man he had met in a pub who professed a
fascination with health and fitness.

And why not? Nor could Dave see any
objection to lifting a few weights for his
visitor and rowing the equivalent of the
English Channel on his new rowing
machine. After all, you'd need to have a
pretty cynical view of human nature to
guess that the stranger was in fact a private
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“My mother always said that trusting people
brings out the best in them”

for however short a time, would hardly
fail to impress my bank manager.

As a reward for any
inconvenience, Dr Bey proposed to
give me 30 per cent of the $28
million, which could mean we could
have the shop decorated and replace
the display cabinet my assistant
Norman broke during our Christmas
party in 1987. Dr Bey would take 60
per cent and the rest would go to the
Central Bank of Nigeria for
miscellaneous expenses.

I would have discussed the matter
with my wife, but Dr Bey had asked
me not to mention it to anyone. ‘I have
reposed my confidence in you,’ he
wrote, ‘and hope and pray you will
not disappoint me.’

Business has been a bit slack
lately, so I rang Dr Bey on the number
supplied and was put through to a fish
and chip shop in Basingstoke. Not a
promising start.

I have emailed Dr Bey in Lagos
and there for the moment the matter
rests. I would like to help him if I can,
and if he could lob a few bob in the
direction of the van repair bill then I
can't see the harm in that.

I will let you know what happens.
In the meantime, Dr Bey, who seems
a decent sort of chap, would
appreciate it if you would keep our
secret to yourselves.

TAIL-ENDER
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